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PREFACE

This is one of 10 units in a program of Training for Leadership in

Local Educational Improvement.programs. Development of the program was

begun at the Learning Research and Development Center at the University

of Pittsburgh and has been carried forward at Research for Better Schools

in Philadelphia.

If you have in hand the Instructor's Guide to the program, or Unit 1

entitled Training Program Introduction and General Study Plan Guide, you

will have sufficient introduction to the nature and purposes of the

training program. If you do not have access to one or both of these items,

the following paragraphs will irtroduce you to this unit of the program.

This unit is designed for use by anyone holding a position calling

for leadership in planning and conducting local educational change programs.

This means school district leaders - central office administrators, building

principals, curriculum specialists, or-teachers involved in change project

teams. Also it means graduate students in curriculum, administration, or

supervision. In addition, curriculum specialists or field personnel of

state education departments or other educational agencies may find the unit

of value in their work with school districts - as in the conduct of workshops

involving local school personnel.

The unit can be studied on a wholly self-instructional basis, or with

an instructor's direction. It requires about 6 to 10 hours of study time.

You will find in this.unit a useful problem-solving model for the

entire process of planning, implementing, and evaluating any sort of local

educational improvement program.

3
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UNIT 3. TASK FLOW FOR THE DESIGN AND CONDUCT OF
.' LOCAL EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS

Introduction

A specialty of leadershipqn local educational change, whatever the

position you.occupy, calls upon you to have a working knowledge of the phases

or steps in any educatiOnal imprbvement program, beginning with initial

thinking about needs for change and continuing through the Process if planning

and conducting an appropriate change program. This unit offers you an overview

of these phases in the form of a "task flow" for designing and conducting an

educational improvement progrim. The purpose of the.unit is to give you an

introduction to the phases of a change program rather than giving you specific

training for leadership in conducting each phase.

The task flow is presented as an application of a general problem-so/ving

model. For this reason, the unit begins with an examination of the problem-

solving process. You will study. a problem-solving model and practice thinking

it through in connneCtion with the process of solving everyday life problems-

overcoming a difficulty, meeting a need, or accomplishing a desiOed purpose.

Following this, you will be introduced to a task flow of the phases.or steps in

planning and conducting a local educational improvement P-rogram. The unit will

give you practice in thinking through the purposes of each task as it is per-

formed in different types of local change programs.

Upon completing this unit, you should be able to:

A. Define theOroblem-solving process, list its essential components, and

illustrate each with examples drawn from everyday life.

B. List the phases in a task flow for planning and conducting a local

educational improvement program.

.4)



Unit 3 - 2

C. List steps in conducting a needs analysis as a basis for leciding

on a change prpgram.

D. Specify requirements to be met in a search for national and local

resources that could meet needs that have been identified.

E. Specify general requirements for selecting a change program that .

promises to meet needs that have been identified.

F. Outline requirements to be met in designing a change program.

G. Specify kinds of preparations needed,for installing a change program.

H. Specify requirements for analyzing and assessing the implementation

of a change program.

I. Specify requirements for assessing the outcomes of a change program.

J. Specify bases for deciding whether to abandon, change, continue, or

expand a change program.

Probably, you will take between one and two days to complete this unit.

Below is a list of the activities you will perform in studying the unit, with

a rough estimate of the time you will need for each.

.

Unit pretest

Study of the general problem-solving model, with

exercises (Objective A)

Study of the task-floa model, as illustrated
(Objective B)

Readin the Rhodes case study as an example of

the task flow

Performing exercises in relation to the Rhodes
case study (Objectives C-J).

Unit posttest

Giving your evaluation of the unit

1 hour

1 hour

'1/2 hour

2 hours

4 hours

1 hour

1/2 hour

6



Unit.3 - 3

Unit Study Plan

Before beginning study of this unit, You should determine ilow intensively

you want or need to study each objective. After a.careiul diagnosis of your

needs and present attainments, if you judge that study of some of the unit

objectives.is unnecessary, you are free to omit them from Your study.

Below is a guide for arriving at your sfddy plan, either with help from

your instructor (if you have one) or on your own. The guiC4 calls for a

four-step procedure: assess your needs to study the unit objectives,

decide how to study them, assess your mastery of the unit objectives after

study of the unit, and evaluate the unit.

Personaf assessment of needs to study the unit. First, turn the pages

of the unit quickly to acquaint yourself with the objectives and their contents.

Twenty minutes should be sufficient for skimming the unit.

Next; perform the Pre-Assessment Exercise that follows to obtain a basis

for estimating your present level of mastery of the unit objectives. The

exercise contains questions giving you the opportunity to review your knowledge

as related to the unit objectives. In doing the Pre-Assessment Exercise, use

it simply as a way of determining what parts of the unit you need to study.

It is not expected that you will pass the Pre-Assessment, though you are apt

to find that you can answer some of the questions adequately before studying

the unit.

When you have completed the Pre-Assessmant Exercise, check your answers

against the Pre-Assessment Exercise Answer Key (at the 'end of the unit). Keep

-

in mind that this exercise is for your use in determining which parts of this

unit will require the bulk of your study time.



Unit 3 - 4

PRE-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE - UNIT 3 '

Directions: lhis pre-assessment serves two purposes. It gives you the
opportunity to demonstrate mastery of some unit objectives before studying
the unit, and it orients you-to the unit as preparation for studying it.

Feel no obligation to answer a question.' It is not expected that you will
necessarily be able to answer any of the qupstions. However, if you can
give a fully adekuate answer to a question on this pre-assessment, you have
no need to do more than skim that part of the unit the question involves.

Probably you will need no more than oneAlalf hour to complete this pre-
assessment. When you complete It, turn to the Pre-Assessment Exercise
Answer Key at the end of the ue+ to check your answers. After doing so,
turn to the page following this Pre-Assessment Exercise to continue with
your task of arriving at your unit study plan.

Objective A. Define problem solving and list the essential steps in the
problem-solving process.

Definition:

List of steps:

8



Unit 3-5

ObjectiveA3. List the steps (phases or tasks) in.a,task qt43W forjlanning
and conducting a local educatioal ithprovement program. .

..,

1.

4tt.

e.

..

.

..

.

a

Objective C. .List the-steps (tasks) in conducting a needs analysis as a
basis for planning a change program.

:

9
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Unit 3 - 6

Objective D. Outline a procedure for a national search for resources that
could meet the identified needs, and a procedure for assessing
local factors favoring or oppostng adopting selected resources.

National search for resources to meet the needs: .

f.

,.

v

4

I /

Wcal survey of factors for or against adopting any desired resources:

Objective E. Outline a procedure for selecting a change program based on
needs and resources data, and a survey of local factors.

10
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Unit 3 7

1111.:

t,

Objective F. ,Outline requirements to be met tn the design of a local.

.

.

.

.

,

.. improvement program,

-

.. -
.

.

.
.

. ..

I

1

. .. ...

0

i
..

M..

..

;

Or

Objective G. List requirements to be met in preparing to install a
local educational improvement program.

:

".
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Unit 3 - 8

Objective H. State why it is important to assess the degree of implemeptation
of an improvement program.

Objective I. What steps need to be taken in assessing outcomes of a local
educational improvement *gram?

.

Objective 3. List bases fdr deciding whether to abandon, change, continue,
or exPadd a local improvement program after an initial trial.

12



Unit 3 -

Having completed the Pre-Assessment Exercise, you (with your instructor,

if you have one) should check your answers'With those given in the Pre-

Assessment Answer Key at the end of the unit. Compare the Quality and detail

of your answers with those offered in the Answer Key. There is no one right

answer to any of the questions but rather key points that are required for

an adequate answer, with those points stated in your own words. The Answer

'Key probably contains fuller answers to most of the questions in the exercise

than you can give before studying the unit.

In the f011owing 'table (next page) you are asked to check ihe estimates

you (and your instructor?) make of your level of mastery of each objective.

'Check HIGH if you judge your answer to be right on target and in adequate

detail. Check MODERATE if you believe your answer to be good but lacking

some points needed for a fully adequate answer. Check LOW 'if you find your

answer to be inappropt'iate or incomplete, or if you did not answer the question.

After checking your level 'of mastery of each objective, check at the

right whether the objective, or part-objective, requires merely review, or

careful study. It is not a sound procedure for:you to study the Answer Key

as a way of learning answers to items in the Pre-Assessment Exercise. Instead,

you should study the unit materials since they are meant to prepare you to

give an adequate answer based on an understanding derived from reading and

practice exercises.

13
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UNIT STUDY PLAN CHECKSHEET

OBJECTIVE TOPIC

A. Definition of, and
solving process

. B. Steps in task flow
conducting a local

9

steps in, the problem

\
for planning and
change program

C. Steps in conducting a needs analysis
basic to a local change program

D. Steps in a resources search and syrvey
-of local factors in program choices

E. Requirements to be met in selecting a
local improvement program

F. Requirements to be met in designing.
(blueprinting) an improvement program

Requirements to be met in preparing to
install an improvement program

G.
,

H. Reasons why it is important to assess
degree of program implementation

I. Steps to be taken in assessing outcomes
of a local improvement program

J. Bases for deciding to abandon, retain,
change, or extend a change program
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Unit 3 - 11

Study procedure. In studying the unit, you will gatn by doing the

objectives in the order in which they appear since each part of the unit

assumes a level of understanding based on the previous parts. It is a good

idea to at least skim those parts of the unit that you judge, on the basis

of the Pre-Assessment Exercise, that you already have mastered.

You may wish to study all or part of the unit with one or more fellow

students. Your instructor may elect to conduct group sessions either to

introduce the unit, to review it after your study, or to add further material.

And, of course, you could study the unit entirely independently.

You will note that, under each objective, explanatory material is given

that is usually supported by illustrations and most often is involved in

exercises you perform. The exercises are eitherfollowed immediately by

explanatory materials to help you check and round out your answers, or they

are provided with an Answer Key.

You probably will take one or two days to study this unit, depending on

how intensively you need or want to study any or all of its objectives. It

is best to go through the unit in its entirety first, then make pl-ns for

later and more intensive study of any areas of particular interest to you.

Post-assessment. When you complete study of the unit, you will find

directions for the Post-Assessment Exercise. Perform the Exercise and check

your answers against those given in the Answer Key. If you fail to show

mastery of any objectives at this time, further study is indicated.

,Unit evaluation. At the end of the unit you will find a Unit Evaluation

Form. It mill be helpful if you take a few minutes to complete it and ieturn

it to the address given. This will be an aid in making any revisions of the

unit and in learning who can benefit from study of it.

15
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Objective A. Define the problem-solving process, list tts essential domponents
(phases or steps), and illusttate each component with examples
drawn from everyday life.
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Unit.3 - 13

Definitfon of problem solving

Problem solving is the process of conducting any activities (including

thinking) that are directed toward accomplishing a purpose (meeting a

need, satisfying a wish, or resolving a difficulty) provided that the

problem solver does not already know how to arrive at a solution and must

either identify (choose) or create a procedure for reaching a solution.

Many instances of so-called problem solving do not fit under this

definition since they do not require any choosing, planning, or creating;

rather, they call merely for applying a procedure (formula, recipe) oie

already knows. -For example, the answer to the question "What is 11 times

127" may immediately come to mind because one has memorized it; or one

can get the answer by using the familiar multiplication algorithm to

figure it out; or one can look up the answer in a printed multiplication

table; or one can ask another person for the answer. None of these

procedures requires true problem solving.

You might illustrate problem solving by inventing a new method of getting

the product of 11 times 12. Suppose you used your knowledge of addition

and simple multiplication. You might proceed this way: 11 is made up

of three 3's and one 2; 3 x 12 is 36 and 2 x 12 is 24; 11 x 12 is

36+36+36+24= 132. But, if you had been taught this method of getting a

product, you would not be problem solVing since you wou-dn't have to

choose or create a procedure for getting the answer.

17
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Unit"3 - 14

Components of the problem-solving proc;s

There is no official set of components or stages in the problem-solving

process. However, the'list of eight components given below is offved as

one that covers the process of solving any sort of problem quite well.

Study the list, the functions of each component, and the illustration

given so that you will be able to perform the exercise that Oequires

you to illustrate each component in the process of solving two

sorts of problems.

Component

A. Iclentifymgaproblem

Functions: Realizing a need, recognizing a difficulty, or

having a wish or pUrpose.

Illustration: A school administrator holding a masters degree

decides that he wishes to obtain a doctorate in

education.

B. A_Wyzin_g_roblem

Functions: Specifying the criteria a solution needs to meet

and specifying the requirements for satisfying those

criteria.

Illustration: The doctoral program entered must be in a "prestige"

university, it must not require full-time attendance,

and 'it'must not require getting another job and

moving the family. Meeting these criteria calls for

gaining admission to a doctoral program at one of the

°name" universities within about 160 miles from home,

and being able to attend classes mainly evenings,

weekends, agiduring summer vacation.



Unit 3 - 15

C. Searching for a solution

Functions: Identifying, analyzing, and evaluting alternative-

potential solutions; or creating one or more

potential solutions.

Illustration: A searbh for doctoral programs meeting the above

requirements is made through study of catalogs,

telephone interviews with university officials,and

professors, and inquiries of friends who have

advanced degrees from nearby universities. Information

is obtained about a doctoral program offered by an

."open university" 500 miles away that requires only

summer attendance plus an approved dissertation

advisor near home. The alternatives identified are

analyzed and evaluated. For the alternatives'judged

most desirable, information is sought on the likeli-

hood of being admitted.

D. Choosing a solution

Functions: Matching needs (wishes, difficulties), alternative

solutions, and resources available (money, time, etc.)

to pick the best among the alternative solutions.

Illustration: After checking the preferred alternative doctoral

progrdhs available against one's schedule and bank

account, the decision is made to apply to two of the

nearby universitites and to the open university, and

twenroll atlhe one ranking highest in preference

11111 order among those accepting the application.' All three
P

offer admission and a nearby university is chosen.

19



Unit 3 - 16

E. Preparing to try the solution

Functions: If the solution chosen is ready for use, this stage

of problem solving may require only inking specific

preparations to put it into effect (as by preparing

a schedule, informing people involved, etc.). However,

often a solution chosen needs to be built or modified

for use and often there is the need to design a plan

for implementing the solution.

Illustration: Preparing to begin study in the doctoral program may

require meeting with program advisors, selecting

courses, and undertaking a carefully-planned librarY

project to build a background of knadledge in the area

that very likely will be chosen for the dissertation.

F. Trying the solution

Functions: The task ROW iS to implement the solution chosen with

the purpose of resolving-the problem. The obje.:tive

is to obtain full and effective implementation_of the

chosen solution; otherwise, a failure to solve the

problem may be due to faulty implewentation rather

than to shortcomings in the solution chosen.

Illustration: This phase involves-studying in the doctoral program.

COmpleting the phase normally takes years. .Fully

implementing the doctoral program requires that the

student commit himself to it at a level that will meet

the university requirements as to amount and quality

of work..



Unit 3 - 17

G. Evaluating the solution

, Functions: NDetermining'whether the problem has been resolved:

If it has not been fully resolved, to what extent.has

the solution been successful? Also, can the failure

to resolve the problem be blamed on incomplete imple-

mentation of the solction chosen?

Illustration: Judging the success of the doctoral program can be

done on a piece-by-piece basis to assess progress

toward the goal of obtaining the doctorate. Arethe

courses taken contributing toward the final goal?

(Such periodic evaluations could provide the basis

for shifting to another university if the program were'

found unsatisfactory.) Obviously, the ultimate

evaluation of the program would occur at the end:

Was a doctorate granted? Did having the doctorate

result in job improvements and advancement in the

educational profession?

H. Deciding on a post-tryout course of action

Functions: In case the solution was successful, deciding whether

to terminate action, continue the solution in,force,

or seek to spread its use. In case the solution was

unsuccessful, deciding whether to give up the effort,.

or try to improve the implementation of the solution,

or re-cycle to identify, and choose another solution.

6
.11

Illustration.: in the event the doctoral'program is judged to be.

progressing Satisfactorily, it will simply be continued.

If it is comp,leted and terminates in a doctorate, that

21.



Unit 3 - 18

will obviously terminate the problem-seiving process.

'In case progress is not satisfactory, or the student

leaves the program, or a doctorate is not granted,

it may be necessary to improve the implementation

of the program chosen or to se-i. another solution.

Exercises in the problem-solving process

Two exercises 4)i provided to give you practicein thinking through the

eight components of the problem-solving process. Yow will find these

outlined on the Worksheets for Objective A,

First, select,that otie of the two exercises you prefer to do, (You

will be required to do both only if you have difficulty with the one

you select and need further practice with the problem-solving process.)

In doing an exercise, think through the functions of each cornponent of

the problem-solving process as it relates to the problem you are working

on, then write an illustrative answer for that component in the space

provided. Attached at the back of the packet of worksheets for Objective

1-c is a sheet listing the problemsolving coniponents and giving the

functions of each. Refer to this sheet as needed while doing the exercise.

When you canplete filling in the worksheet for the Et components of the

problem you_chose, check your work by comparing it with the Answer Ksy.

in the back pocket of the unit folder.

*.If your answers were not on target for some of the components, do the other

exercise and compare your responses to the Answer Key.'

When you have completed the exercise, turn to Objective .8con page 26.

22
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Unit 3 - 19

WORKSHEETS FOR EXERCISES, ON THE PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESS

.

Directions:

Please check which of the two exercises you choose.to do on the line to
the left of the exercise titlo. If you later.do the other exercise, write the
word second on the line to the left of that exercise's title. v

Fxerctse,1% ' Preparing and Giving a Talk

Exercise 2. Solving an Interpersonal Difficulty. at Work

:

EXERCISE 1: PREPARING AND GIVING A TALK

1. Identifying the problem (The problem ali*eady is identified below.)

You are to give a half-hour talk to the elementary principals of a
school district introducing the purpcises and make-up of the British
open-clasaroom plan.

2. AnalyZing the _problem

..

c

,
.

3. Searching for a solution ..,

Cue: Think of different ways you could organize and conduct your talk.

.

4. Chdosing a solution

Cue: This calls for deciding among alternative ways of puttihg your talk
'' to9ether.

,

;

C 23



S. Preparing to try the-solution

Cue: If trying the solution is giving the talk, what prepares you for
'this?

6. Trying the solution

7. Evaluating the solution

8.. Deciding on a post-tryout course of action

Cue: If your talk'didn't go over well, what to do about it?
Or, ifthe talk evoked marked interest in the program, what could
you do next? '

Reminder: When you complete this exercise, check your work against the ANSWER KEY.

21



EXERCISE-2. SOLVING AN INTERPERSONAL DIFFICULTY AT WORK

Unit 3 - 21

I. Identifyinuthe problem (The problem is identified beTbw.)

The principal of an elementary school accuses yoi of upsetting some of
his teachers during visits to their classrooms to observe a change
program.

2. Analyzing the problem

3. ,Searching for a solution

4. Choosing a solution

cr=

25



410 5. Preparing to try the solution

6. 'Trying the sottion

7. EvalUating the solution

.*

Deciding on a post-tryout course of action

26
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-1

Reminder: When you complete this exercise, check your work agaiNt the AN5WER KEY.



A GENERAL PROBLEM-SOLVING MODEL:
COMPONENTS AND FUNCTIONS

Component

1. Iaentifying the problem

2. Analyzing the problem

3. Searching for a solution

4. Choosipg a solution

5. Preparing to try the
solution

6. Trying the solution

7. 'Evaluating the solution

Unit 3 - 23

Functions

Realizing a need, recognizing a difficulty, or having
a wish or purpose.

Specifying the criteria (requirements) a.solution
--needs-to-meeC

4
Ndentifying, analyzing, and evdtuatiepg alternative
potential solutions; or creating_one or more poten-
tial solutions.

Matching needs (wishes,.aifficulties), "alternative
solutions, and resources available (money, time,
etc.) in picking the best among the alternative
solutions.

If the solution chosen is ready for use, this stage.A
of problem solving may require only making specific
preparations for putting it into effect (as by pre-
paring a schedule, informing people :involved, etc.). 1

However, often a solution chosen needs to be de-
signed or modified for use, and often there is the
need to design a plan for implementing the solution.

The task now is to implement the solution chosen
with the purpose of resolving the problem. The
objective is to obtain full and effective imple-
mentation of the chosen solution; otherwise, a
failure to solve the problem may be due to faulty
implementation rather thamto shortcomings in the
solution chosen.

Determining whether the problem has been resolved.
rf it has not been fully resolved, to what extent
has the solution been successful? Also-can the ,

failure to resolve the problem be blamed on incom-
plete implementation of the solution chosen?

. Deciding on a post-tryout In case the solution was successful, deciding
course of action whether to terminate action, continue the solution

0 . in force, or seek to spread its use. In case the
solution was unsuccessful, deciding whether to
give up the effort or try to improve the tnplemen-

.

A..gi..6141.11'..tation of the solution or recycle to identify and
M

4
4

choose another solution. ,

J.
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ANSWER KEY TO EXERCISES ON THE PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESS

Exercise 1: Preparing and Giving a Talk

1. Identifying the problem

The answer is given on the worksheet for the exercise.

2. Analyzing the problem

Unit 3 - 24

What should be the purpose of my"talk: to give the principals a basis for
deciding whether to adopt the ACT program, to induce them to adopt it, or merely
to let them know the program exists?

What backgrounds have the principals thatvill tell me how to set the talk;
Should I assume they have heard about affective education? Should I assume they
will need to be convinced that such programs as ACT are worthwhile?

3. Searching for a solution

I could merely present a description of the program.

I could tell them what the program could offer a school.

I could tell them what is required to implement the program.

I could tell them what results the program has achieved in different settings.

I could use A/V materials such as transparencies shown by an overhead projector.

I cOuld use film strips to offer a visual presentation of the program.

4. Choosing a solution

This step calls for deciding which of the alternatives considered under 3 above
are to be adopted. Thus, you might decide to describe the program, tell what
it can offer, tell what results it has achieved, and present these points with
the visual support offered by transparencies.

5. Preparing to try the solution
-

This calls for outlining the talk or writing it out, then for rehearsing it
either by yourself or trying it on a friend. The point is to get ready to
deliver the talk.

6. Trying the solution

This step is accomplished by giving the talk.

7. Evaluating the solution

This step calls for judging how successful your talk was on the basis of
spontaneous reactions from the audience (questions asked, clapping, compliments
at the end of the talk, etc.), on the basis of reactions requested (as from
a questionnaire you asked the audience to fill out), or on the basis of later
evidence such as expressions of the desire to adopt ACT.

8., Deciding on a post-tryout course of action

Your courie of action should depend on what happened re Step 7. Is a follow-up
needed, or should you rest on your oars and 1.,ait for Wirther responses?
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ANSWER KEY
Unit 3 -.25

Exercise 2: Solving an Interpersonal Difficulty at Work

1. Identifying the problem

The answer is given on the worksheet for the exercise.

2. Analyzing the problem

An appropriate answer will deal with probing ta determine the real source
of the problem: is the principal correctly reporting the teachers' upset?
Are the teachers upset because of fears that the observations will be told
to the principal? Is the principal the one who is most anxious? Were
there some failures to tell the principal and teachers what the observa-
tions were for, and how the data would be used?

3. Searching for a solution

Maybe what is needel is to explain to the teachers what the observations
were for, or to reassure them on how the observational data will be used.

Maybe what is needed is to induce the principal to explain that he will
not see the results of the observations.

Maybe it is desirable to confine observations only to teachers who volunteer
to be observed.

4. Choosing a solution

Here any of the alternatives considered under 3 above, or any combination.pof
them, can be chosen.

5. Preparing to try the solution

This step may call for writing an explanation of the purposes of the observa-
tions and presenting it to the principal and teachers. Or it may call for
scheduling appointments with teachers to talk with them about the problem.

6. Trying the solution

Suppose it had been decided to talk it out with the teachers. This step
then would involve having conferences with teachers and discussing the
matter; or meeting with all the teachers who were upset to seek clarifica-
tion and a solution.

7. Evaluating the solution

This step would call for evaluating data on the upshot of the efforts at
solving the problem raised. Are the teachers now satisfied about the ob-
servations, comfortable about them, willing now for you to conduct further
observations? Is the principal satisfied that things now are O.K.? Is

further negotiation desirable?

8. Deciding on a poSt-tryout course of action

Are things now O.K. so you can proceed as before the crisis arose?
Do you need to offer further explanations?
Do you need to change your course of action?
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Unit 3 - 26

Objective B. List the phases in a task flow for planning and conducting
a local educational improvement program.

s'
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The eight components of the problem-solving process offer a rational and

systematic basis for planning and conducting any sort of innovative program in

a school district'or school. However, it is useful to divide three of the

eight components each into too tasks, breaking the task flow for a chadge

program into 11 tasks as given in the table below.

fn studying the table presenting the task flow, your purpose should be

to become familiar enough with it to generate from memory the 11 tasks (stated

in your own words rather than memorized) and to place them in a logical order.

In learning the list of tasks, it will help you to study them as they relate

to the componenets of the general problem-solving model. Also, you will find

the illustrative items helpful in learning the task flow.

. The functions of each task will be explored later in the unit in relation

to Objectives C-J. At this time, your study should be focused on lbarning

the task flow as a logical sequence of steps in planning and conducting a

change program. To assist you in accomplishing this, an exercise sheet is

provided (page 30 that lists the eight components of the general problem-solving

model and provides space for filling in the eleven tasks in the task flow w

opposite the appropriate components. When you have studied the table sufficiently,

test your knowledge of the task flow by filling in the practice sheet.
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TRANSLATION OF A GENERAL PROBLEM-SOLVING MODEL INTO A TASK FLOW FOR A LOCAL CHANGE PROGRAM

Components of a general
problem-solving model

Identifying the problem

Analyzing the problem

Searching for a solution

Choosing a solution

Task flow for a
chatige_program

1. Specify the ichool system's
ims in the area of concern'

2. Assess shortcomings in
accomplishing these aims

3. Conduct an analysis to
identify likely causes
of the shortcomings

4. Conduct a resources
search for ways of over-
coming the shortcomings
identified in the needs
analysis

S. Conduct a local analysis
.of factors favoring or
opposing the adoption of
each alternative solution
being considered

6. Select the change program
to be introduced

Illustration: A change program
in elementary mathematics

All students should master the four basic
arithmetic operations, should learn to think
in mathematics, and should enjoy mathematics.

Elementary students in the Blankety District
score low in arithmetic skills and-mathematical
reasoning; math is generally disliked.

With ability grouping, the low groups are taught
almost exclusively via drill and memorization;
the textbooks used are out-of-date; few math
supplementary materials are available; many .

of.the teachers dislike teaching math.

Several reasonably priced textbook series
stressing modern mathematics and mathematical
reasoning are identified; cooperative teaching
is identified as a way of having teachers who
like math do most of the math teaching; the
use of heterogenous grouping seems desirable.

The school board, administration, and parent
representatives favor adopting modern math;
eliminating ability grouping, and introducing
team teaching; however, there is money only
for a pilot program introducing these changes
in one eleientary school. The principal and
most teachers in X Elementary school want to
try the changes recommended.

The Eureka Modern Math program is chosen; the
Harvard cooperative teaching plan is selected
(multi-age grouping, hierarthical team orgdni-
zation, Use of aides, informal specialization
in teaching preferred subjects).



.Preparing to try the
solution chosen

7.

8.

Trying the solution 9.

Evaluating the solution

Deciding on a post-
tryout course of action

Design the change program A blueprint of the new math program is drawn
up, specifying the new learning materials and
how they are to be used; the organization and
conduct of team teaching is spelled out.

Plan and conduct the activi- During the spring and summer, the new materials
ties required in preparing are obtained, the staff selected for the pilot
to install the new program project is trained in the use of the new math

materials and in the conduct of cooperative
teaching. The school system and the community
are oriented to the new program. Preparations
are made to supervise and evaluate the program.

Install and conduct the
change program, and
assess the degree of
implementation of its
features

10. Assess the outcomes of the
program as related to its
aims

U. Decide on the basis of
evaluative data whether
to abandon, change, con-
tinue, or expand the
program

As of September, the new math program is intro.!
duced in X.School with consultative help from
the district's central staff in implementing
the program's features. During the first year
Of the program, reasonably complete implemen-
tation of the program Is achieved, though the
teachers still need a better grasp of the new
math and of wa31, to teach it.

Otitcomes are favor4le; students enjoy the
program, the teachers like cooperative teaching,
and achievement results show general improvement
in both skills and mathematical reasoning.

, I

Assuming the first year of the pilot program is
complete and that results.are as stated above,
the decision probablly should be to continue the
pilot test for at least another year to improve
program implementation and to get fuller outcome- 0:

data. Personnel.from other schools may want to (4

intern in the program with the intent of adopting
it later in their schools.
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Practice Sheet for Listing Tasks in the Task Flow (Objective la

Instructions: Opposite the appropriate components of the problem-solving
model-presented below, orite the tasks in the task flow in you own words.
Check your answers by referring to the table on pages

Components of a general Task flow for planning and conducting a
problem-solving model local educational improvement program

Identifying the problem

Analyzing the problem

Searching for a iolution

Choosing a solution

Preparing to try the
solution chosen

Trying the solution

Evaluating the solution

Deciding on a post-tryout
course of action

31
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It is important to hold in mind while studying the task flow that the

tasks are not always performed in the order of their listing. A task later

in the task flow can sometimes be performed before one-listed earlier, or

two or more tasks may be performed together. Also it is important to recognize

that some of the tasks may have omitted in planning and conducting a given

chahge program. The task flow as presented is offered as an ideal, rational

model for systematically planned change programs.

Four of the 11 tasks listed are particularly likely to have been omitted"

in local change programs, or not to have been given formal attention. These

are.Tasks l, 3,4, and 8 in the task flow presented. Task 1, Specify aims in

the area of concern, may be slipped over with attention given to identifying

shortcomings in accomplishing aims 1Yask.2) without paying specific attention

to saying what the aims are in the area of concern. In such cases, important

aims that the school system would consider important are apt to be ignored.

Thus, in the elementary reading program, such aims as having students enjoy

reading, or having them do independent reading, are apt to be ignored and

exclusive attention given to reading levels attained on nationally-normed

reading tests.

Task 3, Identify likely causes of shortcomings in accomplishing aims,

sometimes is passed over by moving directly from Task 3 on identifying short-

comings to Task 4 on searching for-resources to overcome the shortcomings.

Task 4, Conduct a resources search, ... frequently is passed over by paying

exclusive attention to one resource that is recommended as a good solution to

the shortcomings noted.
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Task 8, Plan and conduct the activities required in preparing to ins.`211

the new program, also often'is shortchanged. A school system may try to place

a 44 program in.effect with only perfunctory attention to making preparations

for installing it. Teacher training for work in the new program is especially

likely to be slighted.

Some of the tasks.benefit from being performed together and in relation to
C.

one another. This is.especially true of Tasks 4 and 5. It is important fo

know what the local Yesources are, and what the attitudes and wishes of local

decision makers are, while examdning possible solutions to needs identified in

Tasks 2 and 3. Otherwise there is the.danger that attention will center on

certain possible solutions (Task 4) that are not feasible because of local

factors (Task 5).

Another important basis for departing from the performance of the 11 tasks

in the order of their listing has to do with what usually falls under the label

"feedback" or itfeedback loops." Often it happens that difficulties in implemen-

ting a change program (task 9) may call for revising provisions for staff

training in the program (Task 8), for cha.:ing the design of the change program

Task 7), or even for choosing another prograni (Task 6).

A person holding responsibilities for feadership in a local improvement

program may enter the scene at any of several stages in the task flow, and may

see the need to turn to earlier stages. For example, the point of entry may

be where the school system has tentatively decided to adopt a particular

change program (Task 6), There may be the need to check back to determlne

whether the proposed change program will meet the needs that have been identified

(Tasks 1-3), or whether other likely resources for meeting the needs have
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received adequate attention (Tag( 4). The point of entry also cOuld be4fter

a change program has been placed in operation (Tatk 9) and after difficulttes

in implementing it have been 'enceyntered. In such a case, it may be necessary

to return to earlier tasks to teek a remedy to the difficulties.

Some of these relationships are represented in the diagram on page 17.

The diagram presents the 11 tasks in the task flow in a logical order, with

the line of arrows running throygh the boxes indicating the performance of

the tasks in the order of their listing. However, the reverse arrow connecting

Tasks 4 and 5 indicatei that Task 5 (analyze local factors favoring or opposing

the adoption of alternative solutions) can be performed before, or together

with, Task 4 (Conduct a resourcei search).

The loops at the left of the diagram marked a, b, and c indicate the

tendency to by-pass or slight Task 3, 4, or 8. Also, the task flow could be

entered at Task 2 without paying formal attention to Task 1 that calls for

A

specifying aims before assessing shortcomings in accomplishing aims.

The dotted lines at the right of the diagram indicate feedback loops. Note

that a feedback loop can begin with any task in the task flow and turn back to

any previous task or tasks.

The solid-line arrows at the right indicate six different points of entry

for a,specialist in local educational change. In*other words, a specialist

could be called in when a local change program hhd advanced to any of the

stages represented by Tasks 1, 2, 4, 6, 9, and 10. When coming on the scene, .

the specialist could help the school system advance to later tasks in the task

flow or could turn attention back to earlier tasks if this seemed desirable.
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TASK FLOW DIAGRAM SHOWING BYPASS LOOPS, FEEDBACK LOOPS,
AND POINTS OF ENTRY FOR SPECIALISTS IN LOCAL CHANGE

Bypass loops

1 1. Specify aims

_1 2. Assess short-

V
a

Unit 3 - 34

eedbick loops
(dotted lines)

144,

Assess local
factors

6

Points of entry
(solid arrows)

Choose.change

Program

8. Prepare to im-

plement program

Ill. -Decide next coursel
of action

4-
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Thi2-step task flow offered in this unit differs from other change models

mainly43n breaking the process down'into more (or smaller) steps. By way of

'-
example, four other models to be found in representative works.Mplanned change

1r4V
are presented below. The mcdels deal with the stages of planticLehange

(Have1ock)4t the phases of planned change (Lippitt, Watson, and Westley), educa-

tional management (Kaufman), and the stages in planned change (Bushnell and

Rappaport). The four yodels are presented'in abbreviated fbrm below, with

bibliographi references.

Havelock, Ronald G. lhe Change figent's.Guiae to InnoVation in Education.
f..nglewood Cliffs, gew Jersey: Educational TechnolovrTublications, 1973.

These are Havelock's six dstages of plannedlkange":

1. Building a relationship

frompaini to problems to objectives.

3. Acluiring relevant resouices

4. Choosing a solution

S. Gaining acceptance (of tbe innovation)

6. Stabilizing the innovation and generating self-renewal

(In another volume with Mary C. Havelock, Training for Change Agents, Ann Arbor,
Michigan: Institute for'Social Research, 1973, four different change models axe
described: "the problem-solver view of the change process," "change as a research-
development-and-diffusion process," "change as a process of social interaction,"
amd "change as a linkage process."The Havelocks favor a synthesis ofthe fbur
models they describe), -

Lippitt, Ronald, Watson, Jeanne, and Westley, Bruce. The Iynamics of Planned
Change. New York: Harcourt, Brace 4 Wbrld, 1958.

'"The phases of planned change: are given as these seven:

1. The development of a needfor change

2. The establishment of a thange relationship
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3. The clarification or diagnosis of the client system* problem

4. The examination' of alternative routes and goals; establishing
goals and intentions of action

S. The transformation of intentions into actual change efforts

6..7he generlization and stabilization of change

Unit 3 - 36

7. Achieving a terminal relationship

(Ate that this model places.emphasis on the role of a change agent.)

Kaufman, Roger A. Educational System Planning. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prenti,ce-liall, 1972. 0

y

"The mbnagement of education is defined here as a six-step process that indludes:

1. Identification of priority needs and associated problems

2. Determining requirements to solve the problem and identifying possible
solttion alternatives for meeting the specified needs

3. Selecting solution strategies and tools from alternatives

4. Inplementing solution straiegies, including the management and
control of the selected strategies and tools

S. Dialuation of perfennance effectiveness based on the needs and the
requirements identified previously_

6. Revision of-ply or all previous steps .. to assure that the educational
'system is responsive, effective, and efficient

-Bushnell, David S., and RaPpaport, Donald (eds.). Planned Chan e in Education:
AL5stems Approach. New York: Ikrcourt Brace lovanoviph, 1971.

Bushnell, i. Chapter I, "ASystematii Strategy for Samool Rehewal" offeis "six

steps toward a systematic change strategy," as follows:

1. Diagnosing theyroblem e

2. Formulating oblettives

3. Identifying constraints and needed resources

4. Selecting potential Soluiions

S. Evaluating alternatives

6. Implementing the selected alternative
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The'overlap of ihese models with the.11-step model priiented in this unit

,

is obvious and not surprising since all five models are meant to cover the

.

*problem-
olviftg process is related to educational (3r societal) change. For

the'pinposes 4S-f this unit, the 11-Step model has the advantage of being more

explicit than the Other fpur with respect to several aspects of the process of

planning and conducting change progr6s.

Needs analysis in our model involves three aspects: specifying aims in an

area of concern, assessing shortcomings in accomplishing therahns, amimaking

a causal analysis of the shortcomings. None of the four other models is as

explicit about the needs-analysis process. In our model, tire choice of a change

program', oepends on three sorts of data: results Of the needs analysis, the

identificatian.of resources that could meet the needs for change, and a iurvey

of local factors influencing the choice fran along the alternative resources

);,ocated., None of the four other models states clearly the fact that the choice

of a change program needs to depend an all three sets of data. The llTstep model

also is more explicit in requiring that a formal design of the change program be

created, and in requiring formal planning for inplementing the change program.

The advantages claimed for the 11-step model mainly result from the fact - %

that it spells-out steps that other models either imply or lunp together under

more vneral heaaings than are used in our model.
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The table presenting the task flow (see pages 28.29) offers an example

of-a change program in elementary mathematics that presents simulated data to

illustrate the task flow in the case of changing curricular materials in one

subject area.

The following case study, presenting real data, is a report on planning

and conducting the program of the Rhodes Middle School in the Philadelphia

Public School System. The case data were obtained in an interview with the

school's principal, Mr. Jacob Hoffman. The Rhodes case study is used in this

unit to provide illustrative data on each of the 11 tasks in the task flow for

a local educational change program. The case study is presented on the following

pages, organized in terms of the sequence of 11 tasAs. Pertinent excerpts of

the Hoffman interview are given rather than the entire content of the interview.

At this timet read through the entire case study ( pages 41-78) to obtain

a grasp of the full process of planning and conducting the school's program

through the 11 tasks. After Cris initial reading, you will study each of the

11 tasks in some detail and perform an exercise on each task using the Rhodes

case data.

When you.read the Rhodes case study, imagine yourself in Mr. Hoffman's

role and vicariously live through the process of creating the Rhodes Middle

School. While reading the Rhodes material, prepare to answer the three questions

in the exercise on the next page. These questions direct your attention to

key aspects of Mr. Hoffman's role of leadership in local educational change.

When you finish reading the case studie, write your answers on the exercise

worksheet.
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WORKSHEET FOR EXERCISE ON MR. HOFFMAN'S ROLE IN PLANNING
AND CONDUCTING THE PROGRAM OF THE RHODES MIDDLE SCHOOL

I. What advantages did Mr. Hoffman have in establishing the Rhodes Middle
School as a result of his having long and varied experience as a staff
member of the Philadelphia Public Schools and three-years' experience
as assistant to the District Superintendent of Schools?

2. What were major difficulties Mr. Hoffman had to deal with in creating the
program of the Rttodes Middle School?

3. What were key decisions Mr. Hoffman made that probably contributed to
the successful establishment of the Rhodes Middle School?
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THE RHODES MIDDLE SCHOOL: A CASE STUDY ON
PLANNING AND CONDUCTING A LOCAL EDUCATIONAL CHANGE PROGRAM

Introduction

This case study illustrates 11 steps in a task flow on planning and

conducting a local educational change program. The data were mainly obtained

in an interview with to. Jacob Hoffman, principal of the Rhodes Middle School

in Philadelphia. Additional data came from written materials provided by

Mr. Hoffman'when he was interviewed on April 16, 1973.

The Rhodes.Middle School is One of the first middle schools established

by_the Philadelphia School District as.part of a program to restructure the

elementary and secondary organization to a 4-4-4 Plan, with grades 5-8 placed

in the middle school.

The decision to build the school was made prior to 1967. Plans for the

school building were completed in 1969 and ground was broken early in 1970.

The community in North Philadelphia served by the school is predominately

black and about 40 per cent of the students in the school are from welfare

fauilies. In District 4 where the school is located, many of the existing

school buildings were old, and population projections indicated the need for

new facilities: There had been growing pressures from the community to build

new schools in the area. Money became available to construct the needed

schools, and the Rhodes School caUe into beings

Mr. Hoffman was appointed to the position of principal in June 1970, after

11111

ground was broken for the building. He had no inputs to the physical planning

for the school. He was given a full year in which to plan and prepare for
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installing the school's instructional.program. The school began operation in

September 1971.

Mr. Hoffman has had training and experience in both elementary and

secondary education with specializations in teaching, counseling and guidance,

and administration. He has held elementary principalships in several Phila-

delphia schools and was Assistant to the Superintendent of District 4, Dr. Ruth

Hayre, for the three years prior to his present position.

In planning the new school's program, Mr. HoffMan had two full-time

associates. One, aisigned as Vice Principal, was a black woman who had formerly

been one of Mr. Hoffman's students and who, when he was principal of Stanton

pemeritary School., was a master teacher on that school's staff. In planning

the new school, she took the major responsibility for curriculum. The other

was a "roster man" whose job was to make school schedules. He joined the

school staff in April 1971. Later he became a'llice Principal. Assistance in

planning came from the,.DistrictSuperintendent, from the office of the Deputy

Superintendent for Planning and particularly from Mr. Jospeh Goldstein who is

Director of New School Planning, and from a Community Advisory Committee

representing chief constituencies in the community.

the circumstances of Mr. Hoffman's appointment to the principalship of

the new middle school are of particular interest. Dr. Hayre wished to appoint

him principal of the school since she considered him innovativg-and creative.

. Dr. Hayre asked Mr. Hoffman how he would feel about being interviewed by the

Community Advisory Committee that had screening of candidates for the principa-

ship as one of its functions. He said he liked the idea since it would tell

whether he was'wanted. He wouldn't want the job otherwise.

t-^
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An issue that arose-in Mr. Hoffman's meeting with the committee was that

of changing the name of the school. The Board of Education had named it the

Betsy Ross Middle School. The community leadership was strongly opposed to

this name and desired to change it to.a name approved by community spokesmen.

In Mr. Hoffman's words: "I told my superintendent I wanted the committee

to decide whether they wanted me. If the communityt-didn't wamt mqr4herewai',
r CGA. 1-

no point in my trying for the job. About 20 pereapapplied for the job. I'd

been in close touch with the schOol as it was being set up. I told the

committee how I saw,the schoOI and several things I'd try to do. They asked

Ime that if I could Iclo all these things, why couldn't I get the school's name,

changed from Betsy Ross? I promised that, if I were chosen, changing the name

would be My first order of business. I was selected."

After he was appointed to the principalship, Mr. Hoffman built a close

working relationship with the Community Advisory Committee. "First thing, I

told them that I meant all the promises I'd made to them. I told them I needed

help and asked them to be the nucleus of an advisory committee...... We met

once a month. They selected a chairman and appointed committees. The big

thing was to change the school's name and their name committee was most

irportant."

It took about seven months to get the name changed. Here is Mr. Hoffman's

report on how it came about. "Most Board of EdUcation members took a strong

stand not to change the school's name. I think that Board members felt that,

if they changed our name,.other names would have to be changed. I visited and

spoke to Board members I knew. I kept hammering away though they said changing
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a school's. name had never been done before The thing.that broke it was

when I attended a large communi9 meeting held by the Wien Coalition. One of

the speakers was Reverend Nichols, a member of the Board of Education. It so

happened that the founder and publisher of The Tribune (Philadelphia's largest

Negro newspaper) died the night before the meeting. Mr. Rhodes was a very

prominent Philadelphia citizen and had been a member of the Board of Education.

So I asked Reverend Nichols, 'how about calling the new school E. Washington

Rhodes?'. He-answered, 'I'll help you with that.' I kept pressing this

issue because I didn't see getting the school off the ground unless I got the

name changed. Mr. George Hutt and Mr. Sebastian, board members on the Name

Committee; Dr. Costanza, the Superintendent of Schools; and David Harowitzs.

Deputy Superintendent of Instruction, supported the name change. Finally a

resolition to that effect was introduced in the Board of Education and it

passed. I got the Community Advisory Committee to send a statement to the

Board, thanking them."

ObViously, Mr. Hoffman and his associates, with the limited resources and

time available to them, could not plan the program for Rhodes Middle School

in complete detail; many details needed to be worked out when the program was

placed in operation. Also, many of the details they worked out were not put

in written form, as desirable as this would have been. Further, it was not

possible for Mr. Hoffman, in a four-hour intervievis to convey all the details

of the highly complex process of planning and implementing a total school

program. In view of these considerations, the material presented under each

of the 11 tasks should be viewed as illustrative of the sort of data that would

be included in a more complete account.

48
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The necessary incompleteness of the data under each task offers the

student an excellent occasion to think through the requirements for fully

performing each task and to offer sdOgestions on what might have been added

or what might have been,done differently. The material presented under each

task, and the exercise for each task, have been structured with this purpose

in mind.

Whenever quotes appear, the data are presented in Mr. HoffMinis own words

as recorded on tape and transcribed by typing. This adds to both the accuracy

and the personal quality of 'the data presented. It is unfortun'ate that space

did not permit inlcuding the entire interview. However, mnder each 'task in

the task flow, the effort was made to include all essential data from the

interview.
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RHODES CASE DAtA ON TAU 1: SPECIFY THE AIMS IN THE AREA OF CONCERN.

In relation to planning for the Rhodes Middle School, this task may be

restated as follows: What aims was the Rhodes Middle School designed to

accomplish? 'Mr. Hoffman's answer to this question is given in his own words.

. "About a year before my selection for this school, Dr. Hayre had a mass

conference of community people. She asked them 'What do you want in the schools?

What are your criticisms of the schools? What are you looking for with your

kids?' The outcome was that District 4 cime up with a 5-year plan for all

,

schools in the district. There were three ma n aims or goals: 1. Bringing

every child up to grade level in reading, o at leait having each child make

a year's progress in reading in one year. 2. Enhancing the self-image of

everi child in the district.. 3. Increasi the overall community involvement

in the schools.. Also, community people wanted the school to be a happy place

and a safe place. In some of the hunior high schools the attendance is verY

low because kids are afraid of gangs and other hazards in getting to and from

schoel."

"We wanted the tnstruction to be individualized and we wanted kids to be

more involved in what happens to them."

!Another thing we wanted was to have an inter-disciplinary approach to

instruction instead of a subject-centered approach. This means, for 'example,

bringing together language arts, social studies, and science in the same lesson."

ore

"As far as patents were concerned, we wanted school to be a pleasant place

for them to come."

"The Board of Education didn't have any specific tequirements as far as

what kids should learn in middle school. Pennsylvania schools work within a
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framework of state requirements. These are very specific for the elementarY .

school and the Junior high school. But the middle school does not have any

specific requirements for the parts of the elementary or secondary curriculum

within its framework. In the case of the Middle School, the Pennsylvania

Department of Education reviews curriculum plans submitted for approval."

Unit 3 - 47
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RHODES CASE DATA FOR TASK 2: ASSESS SHORTCOMINGS IN THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF AIMS.

In relation to planning the Rhodes Middle School, this task can be restated `

to be that of determining shortcomings in the present accomplishment of the

aim selected in the junior high schools that Rhodes is meant to replace. The

case data, again in Mr. Hoffman's words, are presented under the appropriate

headings.

On reading achievement:

"Our kids are underachievers in reading in the entire District 4. Th4

feeder schoolesend kids to us.who are significantly underachievers in

reading. When I asked the Community Advisory Committee what they wanted

for the kids, they first talked about quality education, and thep they talked

about the fact that they wanted our kids to be better readers."

"Underachievement in reading is in the secondary schools as well as at

the elementary level. Poor reading is a main cause for the many dropouts

or pushouts. The kids aren't reading well in the high schools."

On coninunity involvement:

As noted in the-Introduction to this case study, community members felt.

stro4ly about their not being involved in naming the school when it was

decided by the Board of Education to call it the Betsy Ross Middle School.

"In the North Philadelphia community there is a deep feeling that they

always have been shortchanged. If you mention a cafetorium they don't want

it. They want an auditorium and they want a lunch room. This is a way

of shortchanging the black community--other schools have this but we don't,"
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On lack of individuilized instruction:

Unit 3 - 49

"One of the biggest beefs of parents is that in the large,ichools the

kids are lost in the shuffle., The kids don't know the teachers, the teachers;

don't know the kids. 'Hey, you get !gour hat off,' i what you hear teachers

saying."

On students not fetth_g_itlappy or safe:
6

. "As you know, in some of the Junior high schools the attendance is verY

low because kids are afraid of gangs and other hazards in getting to school.

And once they get to school, they are worried about getting home."

4
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RHODES CASE DATA ON TASK 3: CONDUCT AN ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE LIKELY CAUSES
OF SHORTCOMINGS IN ACCOMPLISHING.AIMS.

With respect to planning for the Rhodes Middle School, this task is that
.

of analyzing current junior high school practices to identify likely causes

of some of the shortcomings identified under Task 2. Below are excerpts from

Mr. *Hoffman's interview describing faults he found with junior high'schObls.

Wasted staff resources:

"I found that all the junior high schools have fragmented rosters. pat

I 'ran by that is that every school has a group of the old heads who hnvc

been around, who are the strongest and most experienced teachers. They

should be in the classroom, but instead, they have all the cushy jobs.

One handles the assemblies, so he teachers only one or two periods a day.

Another has the yearbook, another the safety patrdl, another graduation

arrangements. You have all these wasted people that we used to call 'white

I

. coat boys.' You Wind up a systei where everybody tries to get to a point

where he doesn't have to teach mo 'than a day or two a week.. 4nd the new
,-

teachers-come out ofc011ege and they give them the largest classes, the

difficult classes, the slow-moving classes. It's a matter of survival and

k,
SOMR who survive beCOme the white coat boys of the future:I!

Subject-centered teaching:

. "We found that the schools are subject -centered.. .Teachers say they're

science teachers of social studies teachers: They think the.kids are

supposed to know how to read when they come to junior high school and that :

they aren't supPosed to teeCh them-reading. A teacher thinks that if she

just had the right kind of kids to teach, she could do a good job of

teaching them social studies."

5
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Use of .a tracking_ system:

"We have this religion of calling kids slow, medium, and fast ip our schools.

One tea4her gets Lilat they consider a top group and the teacher in the

middle, she waits till next year hoping she can get a top group. Then they

have a person at the bottom who has the third group. This is the teacher

who gets up in the morningwith a hard knot in her stomach. She can't face

the next dAy so she says, let's see,-- I have 10 days sick leave coming, so

take two days on Monday and Tuesday and then I'll come in on Wednesday

and last through ThursdAy and then ta4 a long weekend and go skiing. Mean-

while, the kids get substitutes. When the teacher finally returns, the place

is a shambles, and it takes all day to pull the think together. The low

groups are practically written off. Those are the kids that don't learn

anything. And the grade system is there too. It holds back the fast students,

A teacher may have the brightest kids, actually brighter than the teacher.

The kids Want to go-go-go and the teacher doesn't help them move ahead to

more advanced work."

Large,Ampersonal schools: '

"These schools are much too impersonal,and large. Teachers don't-know the

kids. Kids have to sit there for 45 minutes and keep quite. When class is

over they dash out into the hall and all Hell breaks loose. Then they get

\them together again and they try to get them to quiet down. Then they break
,

out again in 45 minutes. There is a lot of cutting. Also, the lunchrooms

are crowded. There are 500 or 600 kids with 45 or 50 minutes for lunch.

They gobble their food in five minutes and then throw stuff aroimid."
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Remediation focus:.

"Our schools have a remediation focus. Always the talk is about catching

up. The kids are two years behind, teachers are negative, and the kids

feel guilty."
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RHODES CASE DATA ON TASK 4: CONDUCT A RESOURCES SEARCH FOR WAYS OF OVERCOMING
THE SHORTCOMINGS IDENTIFIED.IN THE NEEDS ANALYSIS.

In planning for the Bhodes.Middle School, I4r. Hoffman had the task of

identifying and evaluating various resources existing anywhere that could over-

come faults in today's secondary schools and thereby remove shortcomings in

the atcomplishment of designated aims. The interview excerpts given below

indicate that he conducted an intensive search for resources to supplement

the knowledge of vatious practices that was already in his possession. Notice

that, in studying various practices, he was very critical of some because he

judged that they only appeared to correct faults in usual junior high school

programs.

"In looking for resources we could use, I did a lot of reading: articles

in the Elementary School Principal, a book by Eichhorn on the middle school,

and many brochures on different practices. I did some traveling, visiting

places where they have middle schools. Some schools I found were well pub-

licized, but they are not the best schools. All some of them did was change .

their names from Jones Junior High School to Jones Middle School. They didn't

change the organization or anything else. They still played the roster game

and all that."
.1

"1 couldn't find a middle school.model I 'liked anywhere. They all were

copying junior high schools. So I looked around at different levels. I saw

good programs at the early childhood level. Follow Through has a good model.

I was interested in their use of behavior modification."

"I visited Bernice Wolfson in Wisconsin and saw her use the open classroom
,

to personalize learning. This helped move our planning along."

41111
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"As far as the multi-disciplinary aim, I went to the Instructional

Services division of our school.distri0 for information about getting units

based on more than one discipline. The resource I found there was a willing-

ness of Dr. Staples and staff members under his direction to help us build

some multi-disciplinary units."
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RHODES CASE DATA ON TASK 5: CONDUCT A LOCAL ANALYSIS OF FACTORS FAVORING OR
OPPOSING THE ADOPTION OF EACH ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION

BEING CONSIDERED.

In the case of planning the program of the Rhodes Middle School, this

task involved determining what asststance would be provided by the school

district in planning aspects of the school's program; what funds would be made

available for materials, equipment, and staffing; and what sorts of changes

from tfie program of the traditional junior high school would be acceptable to

school officials. In addition, the task called for determining what changes

would receive community approval and support.

Support from the school district:

"IV District Superintendent gave me carte blanche in planning. Also, since

I knew the various components of the Philadelphia school district -- the

various administrators and directors -- I knew whom to go to and that sort

of thing. So I didn't need entree and that facilitated my work."

"Dr'Staples in Instructional Services was very receptive to what I was

trying to do. I said I wanted an inter-disciplinary approach. He asked me

to talk to his staff, since he wanted them doing the ,same thing. Key members

of his staff met with me to plan new inter-disciplinary curriculum units."

"Dr. Goldstein, the Director of New-School Planning, was very helpful to me.

Out of talking with his staff grew a milestone chart for planning the school.

Dr. Goldstein provided seed money for my visits to various new programs.

Also he supported me in my efforts with other divisions of the school district."

°As far as support for reading is concerned, the District got $600,000 for

reading from the Government, and I got aboLt $22,000 out of that. So we were

able to purchase materials for the Sullivan basic reading program."
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Limitations inposed by the school district:

"Whenever you want to try something new there are a million factors that

work against your doing it. If you're willing to fight gravity, you have

to do it without getting upset or sour about it of feeling sorry for yours,elf.

What you have to do is keep working and trying the different things and figure

on percentages. The worst thing you can do is to get the feeling, 'Well,

they don't appreciate me,' or 'What's the use of working or trying because

it's just not going to work, instead of saying, 'Well, we did this and we

did that, and we lost out here!"

"I had no leverage as far as hiring people for the school's staff. I managed

to get 18 teachers I wanted but I couldn't begin to tell you all the phone

%tells and trying to fit them into the structure of the school system's

personnel situation. Most of the people I got were forced transfers. If a

school's projected enrollments called for more teachers than they actually

needed, the excess teachers were shoved into other jobs. Those were the

teachers I got to fill most of my positions."

"I was supposed to have a full-blown staff development program during the

month of August before school opened. The idea was that everybody on MY

staff was to be hired by August. But the personnel situation in the school

district did not allow them to hire people for me because they had to see

how many people Would be forced out of their jobs. These people had a

priority. Also, the people in personnel were on vacation and interviews

could not be held. So I took a quick look at this and decided there was no

point in my getting aggravated. I figured I had a hard year coming up and

I might just as well take my long-awaited trip to Europe. I went to Europe

for a whole month and returned to pick up the pieces."
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LiMitations imposed by the school bui)ding:

"As I looked at the building, I figured I couldn't do a thing about it, so

why not make a plan that used the butlding to maximum capacity. But I didn't

follow the building all the way. The building plans called for a room for

large group instruction. But I didn't believe in large groups, so I turned

the room into a regular classroom. Also, I had to find rooms for a learning

resources center -- that called for changing the use planned for the building.

And I didn't believe in activity rooms next to the lunch room and we changed

that."

Community influences:

"The community people had heard middle school people talk about the house

concept. They liked the idea of a smaller school. But they had reservations

about team teaching. When I came up with the idea of team planning, not

team teaching, that was highly acceptable to them."
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RHODES CASE DATA ON TASK 6: SELECT THE CHANGE PROGRAM TO BE INTRODUCED.

In the case of planning the Rhodes Middle School, this task consisted of

deciding what features or components would be incorporated in the school's

program. The features Mr. Hoffman selected as bases for the Rhodes instruc-

tional program are listed below, with brief comments on each by him.

Nongrading

"I decided that the best way to beat the current teaching system was to go

.nongraded. The school building was planned.in terms of a 5th grade house,

a 6th, a 7th, and an 8th. But I decided that each house would have kidt

from all four grades. In each house, we'd have all the kids together in a

learning community. You could go into a class and ask, 'How many 5th graders?'

and smile woufd raise their handt. 'How many 6th graders?' and others would

put up their hands. They'd know their grades but would be wyrking together."

The house plan

"The school lends itself beautifully to the house concept. You need a small

school to give a kid a good self-image -- four small learning communities

rather than a large school. With 400 kids in each house, every teadher.can

know every kid. So when a kid comes in from another house the teacher knows

he doesn't belong. This gives a certain amount of control. Knowing the

kids better can make for a more relaxed situation."

Equal teaching loads

"I decided that there wouldn't be any Indian chiefs in the school. Everybody

would have an equal number of teaching periods."
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Team planning

"Instead of team tAching, we went for team planning. The idea is that

three or four teachers would be responsible for the instructional program

of 'X number of children. They wouldn't have a wide-open area, but each

of them would have a learning station or a classroom he could call his own."

Multi-disciplinary teaching

"I decided that the teachers on a team would teach the four major areas --

reading and the language arts, math, science, and social studies -- with an

emphasis on a multi-disciplinary approach. They'd teach like elementarY

teachers instead of like subject-centered high school teachers."

Community involvement

"We wanted the school to be a true community school. The community would

use the school's facilities evenings, weekends, and in the summer. This

would include use of the swimming pool. Also, w4 planned to employ at least

150 community members as full- or part-time paraprofessionals to work side

by side with teachers and children."
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RHODES CASE DATA ON TASK 7: DESIGN THE.CHANGE PROGRAM.

It should occasion no surprise that Mr. Hoffman, in one year's tine and

with only two people working with him, did not create a complete written

description of the program of Rhodes Middle School. Specific plans for the

program were completed before the school opened, but many of the details re-

mained in Mr. Hoffman's head rather than being written down. Some parts of

the program design were put in writing. A proposal for outside funding was

preparee in the hope that Rhodes would be made a model.schoot Also, an

article was written by Reese Brown, a House Director, describing features of

"the school without bells". Obviously, school schedules had to be put into

written form in order for the school to function.

In presenting the Rhodes case data on the design of the school's program,

4111
only illustrative excerpts will be presented from the Hoffman interview, the

proposal for funding, and the Reese article. The purpose in presenting these

illustrative data is merely to indicate some of the requirements a program

blueprint should meet.

The house plan for organizing the school

"The school within a school affects our whole thinking and feeling. Each

house will contain approximately 400 randomly asSigned students. Each house

will contain the same number of 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th graders. Each house

will be served by a guidance c'Ounselor and a guidance intern. Instead of

department chairman, each house will be under the direction of a House

Director or House Coordinator. Each student will spend at least one half of

his school day in the program of the house. The other half of each school

day will be made up of options and a wide range of choices in the commons

area, the performing and unified arts. The options will consist of 9-week
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mini-courses in wood shop, metal shop, home economics, business, vocal or

instrumental music, graphic arts, painting, and drmwing. These options all

will be equally available to girls and boys. Each house will have its own

lunchroom, accommodating about 60 students (one-half of a team). The other

half of the team will go to the Learning Resource Center."

"I planned a Learning Resource Center in each of the four houses, a combi-

nation of a Reading Skills Center and a Math Skills Center. I sacrificed

foreign languages to get ope center in each house; most schools have only

one reading skills center. Most schools only give work on reading skills

to the slow kids in an effort to help them catch up. In my Learning

Resource Center, every kid will go through. This means that if this kid

needs reinforcement he gets it. Another kid needs creative writing so he

gets that. Since every kid goes through the center, there is no stigma

attached to it, no feeling that this is just for dummies."

Team organization and planning

"Each house will contain three teams of three teachers each. The teachers

are responsible for teaching the four major cutriculum areas -- reading and

the language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies. 'Each team will

have approximately 130 students. Within the classrooms, the basic skills

teacher, in cooperation with fellow team members, will utilize a multi-

disciplinary approach."

Teachers as guidance advisors

"Every teacher in the school, basic or elective, will be an advisor to about

20 students and will be expected to maintain a close relationship with these

students as long as they remain at Rhodes. The advisor will.offer guidance,

encouragement, and assistance. This breaks away from the traditional 15-

minute guidance period of the junior high schoP1.4
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Personnel

"My desigp was for one principal, two vice principals, four house directors,

one roster man, a TV media specialist, a librarian, and two library assistants.

Also there would be four gym teachers, four shop teachers, three art teachers,

three music teachers, two typing teachers, and one teacher of consumer

education. And I wanted 44 basic skills teachers, all trained and experienced

as elementary teachers. Assisting tbe basic skills teachers, I hoped for

about 150 paraprofesstonals, but I'd settle for one for each of the.12 teams."

Curriculum

"The art and physical.education people had their own district-level curricula.

I had a battle with the shops and the home economics. I wanted home economics

to have a consumdr education thrust. And I wanted both boys and girls in the

thops and in home economics."

, "In reading, we had money for the Sullivan proram. Since I accepted this

program, I could have ten or a dozen reading aides to work with teachers."

"Math was in a state of .constant-flux because the system was still experi-

menting with the new math and Cuisenaire rods and the.whole bit. The system

had just come through with a new intermediate guide that was pretty good.

The math department was willing to work with se to give me the program I .4

wanted."

"In social studies, I asked the Social Studies Department for interdisciplinary

units. Also we asked for programmed materials such as MATCH and Man -- A

Course of Study."
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"Science was 'a big disappointment. They'kept giving it the secondary thrust

while I wanted to use the elementary ESS materials dr,SCIS. Also they kept

_giving me a lot of test tubes instead of the materials I wanted."

4.
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RHODES CASE DATA OR TASK 8: PLAN AND CONDUCT THE ACTIVITIES REQUIRED IN
PREPARING TO INSTALL THE NEW PROGRAM.

,In the case data presented below, plans far implementing the school's

program and the actual preparations for launching the school often run together.

'Tony features of the initial 'plans had to be changed because events in the

school system made them unworkable. Often 'new plans had to be worked out and

put into effect at,a moment's notice.

Staffing the school
ti

"AccordIng to our mileStone chart, I was supposed ,to startihiritig people.in

'April so I could run a full staffAeifelopment program in August. I Personally

interviewed some three hundred people, describing our aspirations for the

'school, what it involved, commitments needed, and so forth. I wanted to hire

a large number of teachers with elementary school background. Remember I

wanted a multi-olisciplinary approach and it is inherent in the secondary

school people who come out.of the colleges that they are trained-to teach

just one-area. An elementary teacher is trained to teach everything. Also

she is a teacher-of kids rather than a teacher of social studies."

"I.hoped to get some teachers who had either tried tO do an open clamoom

of some kfnd or had worked with behavior modification. And I wanted some

ilho 14d a background in"'Follow Through or Earty Childhood Education who were

willing to take a .crack at doing the things they had done with little kids

with older youngsters."

"I hoped to gcta good mix.of black and white. I was looking for 50-50 if.

I could get it. I thought it would be very valuable for our black kids to

see black and white working together in their interest."
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'When it came down to the nttty gritty, they didn't allow me to hire anybody

in adVance. Originally I was.going to hire some key staff for planning.

But there was a terrible budget cut and a contraction of the personnel

situation and we weren't able to put the people on board."

"I couldn't hire staff until August and then I got only 18 of Lhe,300 teachers

I had interviewed, and to get them I had to a lot of wheeling and derling.

I couldn't begin to tell you all the phone calls and ttying to fit them into

the structure of the school system's personnel situation. Here's one way

I got some teachers I wanted. Suppose there was a teacher who wanted to be

in my school. Suppose that some other teacher from.his school is being

47-cd\qut. So we,arrange with the principal for the teacher I want to be

forced out instead of the other one."

"Most of the teachers I got-were forced transfers. In a school's projected

enrollment, if they figured they needed 50 teachers and only 40 are actually

needed, 10 teachers have to be shoved into other schools. These were the

teachers : got. I got some very good teachers this way, though. For example,

the job of lead teacher was abolished In the school system and I got some of

these people."

"We had some trouble getting the specialists we needed. For example, there

weren't any good librarians available and we had to wait over a year to get

the right kind of person."

We decided to have just two House Directors, each covering two houses. Other

middle schools were assigning teachers half-time as House Oirectors. We

wanted to create this as a new full-time position. So we had to set up

criteria for the position and advertise it in the school to satisfy the
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union contract. We met with the union's building committee, set up

criteria, and so forth. I did get the two people I wanted, though."

Making schedules and assignments

"A kel decision made with the District Superintendent was that we'd take no

eighth-graders into the school the first year. This meant we didn't want

kids who had learned to answer teachers the way they do id junior high and

who had the attitude that's prevalent in our secondary sclhools."

/
"Since we had no eighth grade, one option..was to open just three of the

, 1

houses since school officials tiere thinking in terms df a fifth-grade house,

a sixth-grade house, and so on. And I was under pressure to hold off non-

grading until later on. I said I wanted the school to look as much like it

will look later as possible. I didn't want to have to undo and then train

teachers to go nongraded. Also I wanted to use the full building so that

when we took in the eighth;grade the following year we wouldn't have to re-

roster and reorganize."

"I decided to make each hOuse nongraded with three teams in a h3use and

random assignment of kids prom all three gradesIto each team. We wanted to

have all three grades together in a house, giving kids a chance to use the

talk about 'brother' and 'sister' constructively."

"Another thing we did was to'abolish bells in 'our plans. The teachers in a

team are responsible for teaching reading and.language arts,,math, science,

and social studies to, say, 140\kids. How they do.it and how they schedule

it is up to them. If they want 'to teach social studies for one hour and

twenty minutes they can do it. But they are accountable for the four disci-
,

plines."
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Planning to open the school

"Since the school building was not going to be nearly completed when it was

tim! for school to open, I sat down with key people from school headquarters

and District Superintendent to plan what to do. They suggested temporaiy

facilities, using store fronts and the old Lehigh School that was unused.

They pointed out that I'd only have the four houses, no gymnasium or swimming

pool, no auditorium, and no facilities for art, music, or other special.

subjects. Dr. Hayre asked me what decision I wanted to make. I said, 'We'll

try to do it.' my feeling.was that the community had great aspirations for

this building. To go into store fronts and an old school building would

lose a lot of it. On the other hand, 1 felt that if properly promoted by

people working together and seeing the school built, it would be a source of

pride in the school. aple would put up with a lot of guff if they knew

that eventually things would be all right. And so we went tnto this new

building in mud up to our ankles and we took 1400 kids into one entrance

for several months. It was a wise decision."

"So we made a game plan for opening the school. Since we didn't have art,

music, or physical education rooms, what should we do? We decided that these

people would omme into the houses and work in the classrooms with the kids.

We didn't compromise the program at all. We still ran the mini-courses and

everything else we were supposed to run."

"Our game plan, worked out by the roster man, One vice principal, and me,

made arrangements for how we'd run the first week of school. We didn't have

teachers' names but I set up the teams with two teachers we knew and we waited

for the third member of the team to join the staff. We figured out what the

three would do the first day and the first week. We figured out where the

kids would be, too." 7 1
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Orienting staff and students in the feeder schools

"As we got close to the end of the school year, I visited all the elementarY

schools and talked to the kids that were coming to us from these feeder

schools. I attended home and school Jeetings at their invitation and talked

to the parents."

Orienting_the community

"The Community AdvisorY Committee was on top of the thing all tne time and

played a role in disseminating the information about it. And I systematically

walked through the communtty. Every week I spent at least a half-day walking

through, greeting people on the street with, 'Hello, I'm the new principal.'

I walked into barber shops, and I visited the parochical school and told them

I would certainly be g'ad to share the facility with them once we got going."

Training the school's staff

"My original plans for staff development activities during Amgust called for

breaking the teachers up into tams, then later letting them select their

own teams when they got to know each other better. The teachers would do

some writing of units, plan the first month's work, and work out soae lesson

plans. Also they would study the open classroom model and the behavior

modification model. We'd demonstrate how to set up learning stations in the

open classroom plan, for example."

"About 25 members of the staff had been hired before school opened and I was

able to have them for a week of training. We had a get acquainted meeting

with school officials from headquarters aad the District Superintendent there.

I shared with them my travels and experiences and told them about the decisions

worked out with the Community Advisory Committee. After this general session

we got down to the nitty gritty with revolving workshops."
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"Part of the four days was spent in group meetings. We had some teachers

meet with the math people, some with the social studies people, and so on.

Then we went over those inter-disciplinary units that were developed. We

started talking about open clast.rooms and we set up a model of such a class-

room. We had the teachers go through the materials, making kits and posters

and things like that. Then we plonred %%hat was going to haprqn the first

day of school."
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RHODES CASE DATA ON TASK 9: INSTALL AND CONDUCT THE CHANGE PROGRAM, AND
ASSESS THE DEGREE OF IMPLEMENTATION OF ITS FEATURES.

The most striking aspect of the Rhodes data on Task 9 is the fact that it

was necessary to orient and train most of the school's staff at the same time

that students and parents were introduced to the new school and its new program.

The first two weeks of school

"I got permission to run school just half-days during the first two weeks.

The first two days were organization days with the kids not in school.

This gave the teams time to get acquainted with the new teachers and to show

them around the building."

"I took four days to organize the four houses, a different house each day.

The afternoon each day was for staff development. Each of the four days all

the school's.staff was in the house that was being organized. .Instead of 11

teathers I had four times that many. All of them helped straighten the kids

out, showing them where to go and what to do. The teachers were learning

the program by doing, by helping each other."

"The Community Advisory Committee agreed that we should invite parents to

come with their kids on the first day for each house. So I'd invite evq09

parent of the kids in a house, telling them to come to school with their kids

to see what is happening with them. I invited all of them up to the library

that joins all four houses. The library was beautifully carpeted. The kids

didn't see the construction that was going on. I put the kids on the floor

and the parents sat aromd them. I said that tais was a great day for all
8

of us and told them how delighted I was. I told the parents I hoped they

would continue to come to the school. I said it was an open school and that

my office would always be open to them. I introduced the Vice Principal and

7
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the House Directors and all of the teachers. Then we called off the names

of the teachers in the house's teams and had the kids join their teachers.

Then the teachers took them through the building aneended up.in their basic

skills area. The teachers had the day all planned and taught the kids until

about noon when they were sent home. We had no lunch program yet so it was

a good thing that we only ran school a half-day during the first two weeks.

The half-days in the afternoons with my staff were very valuable. We used

the time to work out various problems -- what are we going to do with oaerials,

where is everything, what records must we keep, and the whole bit."

"You see how some things that start out as disadvantages can be turned into

advantages. Like the fact there was no lunch for the kids meant I could

use the afternoons for staff training. It's just like Karate; you used the

other person's strength to your idvantage. We used the unfinished building

as a big moral factor, building up pride in seeing our building grow. The

changing of the school's name was a big moral factor, too. The community

knew it had a hand in the selection of the school's name."

Completion of the building

qhe lym was completed before the end of the year, and the art and music

rooms. The swimming pool came in about Nay. The kids had been watching

the pool being built and when we got water in it they were thrilled. Living

with the building being completed meant a lot to the kids. This meant a

lot to tfie teachers, too. New teachers coming onto the staff don't have eta

all the same appreciation of the building as those who were with us from the

beginning."
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Implementation of program features

An article written by Reese Brown, a House Director, entitled "Bells Are

for the Birds" provides the best available written account of the implemen-

tation of the features in the Rhodes program design as listed under Task 7.

Below are excerpts from his article, written midway in the school's first

year.

Rhodes Middle School houses children from the community who are iii Grades

5, 6, and 7. Every teacher has children from all three grades in the room,

providing a true nongraded learning enviorment.

At the core of the Rhodes School is the "house" (school within a school)

concept. There ere approximately 350 children in each of four houses,

divided among nine teachers who serve as fmsic skills teachers. A three

mom complex in each house is called a Learning Resource Center. Each

center ii manned hy two teachers, one of whom is a specialist in mathematics,

and the other whose stress is language arts.

The schedule calls for children to be drawn from each classroom for indivi-

dualized instruction. Currently, computers are being placed in these areas

to further enhance our efforts to achieve individualization.

Within the classrooms themselves, each basic skills teacher in cooperation

with fellow team members utilizes a multi-disciplinary approach. Each house

has three teams with three teachers to a team and each team of teachers plans

and works together under the supervision of a House Director.

Pupils have options in choosing electives (9 week mini-courses) from the

following activities: wood.shop, metal shop, home economics, business (includ-

:

ing typing), vocal or instrumental music, graphic arts, painting and drawing.
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The one area in this modern building that connects all the houses is the

Instructional Materials Center which houses books, magazines, carrels, films,

filmstrips, and audio-visual equipment. By its very location, it is easily

accessible to pupils of all four houses and has the potential of truTy

becoming the "heartbeat" of the school. Another remarkable feature of the

Rhodes facility is a separate lunchroom in each house. While this in itself

helps maintain better supervision and eliminates the shambles typical of

most junior high school lunch periods, no more than 50 to 60 children (about

half a'team) use the lunchroom at one time. The other half of the team goes

to the Learning Resource Center where we strive to prepare meaningful and

interesUng activities for the pupils.

The gymnasium is second to none and all of us are looking forward with keen

anticipation to the opening of the swimming pools scheduled for the end of

January.

Following a modification of the British Infant Schools, two of our houses are

developing an "Open Classroom" model. In this model, activities are set up

imfolving science, social studies, mathematics, and the language arts. Of ,

course, sufficiently varied material must be provided to take care of a wide

range of skills and interests, and careful planning and sincere preparation

have provided exciting happenings here. Because there are three teachers in
".

each team and teachers exchange pupils, many contributions and inputs,are

provided. Each teacher gets to know all the children in the other classes

of that team, and the children benefit from ths skills and personalities of

several teachers. A Temple University "open classroom" consultant makes

regular visits and observations. He conducts in-service sessions in which

faculty members air their views and experiences in this new approach to teaching.
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In the two other houses, the classes are developing a Cehavior Modification

model of instruction, in which the children help set up their Own objectives.

As tasks are accomplished, the children are permitted to engage in activities

which they find especially enjoyable and pleasant. These activities often

include games, reading, filmstrips, records, and/or audio-visual materials.

The teachers engaged in this model of instruction are fortunate in being able

to rely on the expertise of one of 'our arm Learning Resource Center initructors

who has had considerable.training ana experience with the Behavior Mdifica-

tion model.

Every teacher in the school, bAsic or elective, is an adviv)r. He is respon-

sible for 20 children and is expected to provide guidance, encouragement, and

assistance. Also, it is planned for the advisor to maintain this close

relationship with the pupil so long as the child is enrolled at Rhodes.

This interaction between teachers and children on teams and advisories helps

carry out the "family and home" philosophy which is the warp and woof of the

fabric that will make attendance at Rhodes School especially meaningful to

all pupils.

Modifications in program implementation

"I am very overcrowded because I refuse to have floating teachers. Every

teacher has a-station or a classroom or some area available to him or her.

This means I have eight classess in the library.' On the surface that looks

terrible but in actual practice a lot oi-good things come out of it. Our

library ts yery large, like a ball park with a carpet."

"We had planned for 1,250 kids the first year.and 1,400 Came. We didn't stay

with 1,400, though. A lot of kids had come in off the street. When the

dust cleared and we started to check on boundaries we found a lot of kids
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didn't belong in mit* school and we moved them out. The same thing happened

the second year. We were supposed to have 1,516.k44S when the eighth grade

was added. We got something like 1,622. We got busy and took a good hard

look at every person who came on board. Now we are down to 1,516 where we

belong."

"When the eighth grade came in this year, we made up most of the teams with

just tRo grade?, either fifth and sixth or seventh and eighth. This keeps

nongrading but doesn't give too much spread. Some houses have one team .

made up of fifth andLsixth graders and two teams of seventh and eighth

graders. There are one or too teams containing kids from all four grades

because the teachers in those teams wanted to experiment with this arrangement."

"The first year I made every teacher an advisor to about 20 kids. According

to the contract, when you're-an advisor, you get more preparation pertods.

As a real advisor, you wouldn't have to meet with kids as a group; you could

meet with three or four kids at different times during the day. An advisor

was supposed to contact the parents and talk to them about their youngster.

Now I regret to say that we didn't accomplish what we wanted the advisor

program to do. We failed because the teachers with a secondary school back-

ground used the time given them for advising to do other things. And, because

I didn't get mdle ifge out of these secondary people, mi elementary people

followed their pattern. I still think the advisor plan is a good one and Oa

going to bring'it back as soon as I can."

"Budget limitations have prevented our opening up the school at night for

community use. But I've gotten around that by having the Philadelphia

Department of Recreation take over my building at night and open up the gym."
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RHODES CASE DATA ON TASK 10: ASSESS THE OUTCOMES OF THE PROGRAM AS RELATED
TO ITS AIMS.

At the end of the tnterview, Mr. Hoffman wis asked to summarize the data

he had on outcomes of his school's program. His anslAr should be studied in

the light of the contingencies oat made evaluation difficult as*well. as the

lack of resources provided him in carlying out evaluative activities.

Barriers to obtaining evaluative data

"I have been asking for the services, of a district research personsto design

an evaluation especially far our school. I haven't gotten this yet. In the

new reading program for our school, an evaluation procedure comes with the

program so we will have that."

"We hope to find out about the kids' ptogress in reading and math skills

through the Iowa tests. But there is some question, whether the Iowa tests

will be given this year because of the strikes. (The school district was on

strike a total of 11 weeks during 1972-73). The results wouldn't give a

fair'lpicture of the progress we've made anyhow because of the instruction

time tie've lost this year."

Evidence.on progress made in skill learning

"We are giving more emphasis to basic skills in reading and math than most

of the schools because we put in the Learning Resource Centers. The.teachers

think the kids are coming along pretty well."

Teachers' attitudes about the program

"'teachers think the program is coming along fine. I think even the least

happy member of our staff is convinced that this is the way to go. There

are same disagreements within the staff. Some teachers feel that we should
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be tighter with kids and some Feel Ile should be looser. We almost Oad a

revolt in the middle of last year. A group of young teachers felt that the

kids should be allowed to ear their hats in class and to address their.

teachers by their first names. I had a meeting with my staff and we made soMe

joint decisions. We follow the rule that we put our outer c101hing in the ;

locker in the morning. 4ats are part of outer clothing.- Also we don't do

any groomingcurlers in the hair and all that-in the elassrooms% And wi

don't believe in kids calling teachers by thier first names'. These are things

we worked through in our staff meeting."

"One sign of teachers' attitudes is that our teacher attendance is googIc'We

are allowed six percent substitues. We have,been running only two or tfirep

percent."

Student reactions to the program

"Our attendance definitely is better. We have 91 percent attrdance as an

average. Most junior high schools in our district run about 82 to 85 percent

attendance. Some junior high schools run from 5g to 75 percent. Now 91

percent is as good as most priviliged neighborhoods in the-city. We have

never had to resort to study halls or other kinds of detention rooms. Cutting

isn't a problem. And the number of\kids we send out to disciplinary referrajs

is very small."

Parent reactions to the program

"I would say we have the parents' support. One bit of evidence is tk we

wete able to weather the long school strike earlier this year without really

serious incidents. We kept the school open all during the strike. Our itaff

was torn apart during the Strike with some teachers in and some out. The

community went along with our keeping the school open."

4,
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gm,
AM RHODES CASE DATA ON TASK 11: DECIDE ON THE BASI4 OF "ALUATIME DATA WHETHER

. . TO ABANDON, CHARGE, c0%1INUE,%0R EXP4AND IHE
PROGRAM.

It is ho surprise that Mr. Hoffman plans to continue the program of the

Rhodes *Middle School that he initiated. TI. only changes he wishes to' make

involve strengthening key features of the program. The data presented below,

are summary statements rather than quotations froniMr. Hoffman-.

Individualizing instruction

, To strengthen individulization, Mr. Hoffman is planning to obtain in

September 1973 help from Temple University in the form of io student -

teachers and 30 pre-student-teachers. This will permit more individuat

attention to students.

Curriculum

The ethool has added unified math for some students. Ihis is voluntary for

advanced math students.

Counselor plal

(I

Mr. Hoff's has developed a "rap room" that operates during lunchtime and

islttende by students voluntarily. In September 1973, the program to have

'....._.

every teacher assigned as advisor to about 20 students'will be re-instituted.

A chief purpose of this will be to improve students' ;elf-images.

Community.involvement

The Community Advisory Council is strengthening the Home and School Av.6ication

(PTA). The school has been made one of the Philadelphia centers for music

and art on Saturdays under the auspices of the Board of Education; it has a

Saturdky morning music and art program open to young people in the community.
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Objective C. List the tasks to be performed in conducting a needs analysis
as a basis for a change program, specify the requiremeqp of
each task, and demonstrate competence in specifying hoOthose
requirements can be met.

Atk,

Objective C éovers
, these three tasks

t
Alb

1
1: Specify aims

]

3. Idmitify causes
of shortcomin 2___s

4

i

4. Survey resources
A

.Assess local

factors

EL

6. Choose change
program -1

7. Design change
program

Prepare to im-
lement ro ram

. Implement program

[12: Evaluate outcomes

ci e nex
of action
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Objectivct covers the first three taiks in the task flow for a change

program: specifying aims in the area of concern, assessing the extent to which

those aims have been accomplished, and identifying likely causes for shortcomings

in accoMPlishin the aims. These three tasks make up what is commonly called

a needs analysis. The result is the identification of what needs to be changed.

The three tasks will be treated separately.

TASK 1: SPECIFY THE AIMS IN THE AREA OF CONCERN

All local change progyams relate to an "area of concern," that is, to

aspects of a school system's instructional program or of the organizational

seqing in which instruction takes place. The "concern" results from judgments

that improvement is needed in the area designated. Some aims (purposes, goals)

in.the area are not being fully 'achieved, if achieved at all.

Every change program rests on decisions, expressed or implied, as to the

11111

aims (goals) that the program is intended to accomplish. The kinds of aims

obviously_depend on what the planners of a change program wish to improve.

Is it studenW learning? Inter-group relations.at school? Teacher morale?

Costs of schooling? School-community relations?

Arriving at a list of aims calls for answering the question: In the area

of concern, what would be an appropriate or adequate set of outcomes?

Suppose the concern is about what students get out of elementary school.

Here is a possible list of aims for all students in an elementary school:

--basic skills in reading and arithmetic

--problem-solving thinking in science and social studies

--skills in creative wilting, art, and musit

--the ability to learn independently
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- -enjoyment of school

- -a positive self-concept concerning achievement and social effectiveness.

Suppose the concern is about teacher morale. What are aims a school

system might have in this area? Here is a possible list:

--low job turnover

- -low frequency of taking sick leave

- -willingness of teachers to take on new or difficult tasks

Obtaining a full list of aims may call for considerable questioning or

study of school system documents since often Ciere is no official list of aims

and often people in a school system dofi't think of certain aims they would

consider important if brought to mind. This means that often it is essential

to help school system personnel decide on a list of aims in order to have a

sound basis for planning a change program.

Rhodes case data on Task 1: Commentary

The Rhodes case data on Task 1 are to be found on pages 4647. 8efwv you

study these data, read the commentary below and examine the worksheet for the

exercises on Task 1.

When you re-read the Rhodes data ofi Task 1 you will note that Mr. Hoffman's

statement of aims for the school is extremely sketchy. He lists only a few

high points afit in most general terms. Only one curriculum area is mentioned--

reading. .TWo aims mentioned concern how instruction is to be conducted--with

a multi-disciplinary approach and with individualization. Some aims concern

"affective" goals--positive self-concept and-being safe and happy at school.

Another sort of aim mentioned concerns community participation in the school.

8 5
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Now examine the worksheet frr Task I. Note that it asks you to list

additional aims Mr. Hoffman might have mentioned under each of four headings.

This exercise involves a crttical competency of a local educational change

specialist.-that of assisting school personnel in developing'a fuller and more

valid set of aims for the school system. Your task in the eercise will be to

apply your knowledge of educational aims in filling out the worksheet.

Now it is tine to study the Rhodes case data for Task 1 in preparation

for doing the exercise.

Exercise for Task I

You should be able to list at least.3 or 4 specific aims under each of

the four headings in the exercise. The most important caution to observe is

not.to confuse aims (desired outcomes) with ways of accomplishing them For

exanple, an aim of reading instruction might be that students come to enjoy

reading, while a vim of achieving this a47,1 night be to stress independent reading.

When you complete filling out the worksheet as best you can, turn to the

Answer Key and check your answers against those it offers. Note that there is

no one correct answer to the items on the worksheet; the relevance and quality

of your answer is what matters.
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WORKSHEET FOR EXERCISE

Objective C,Jask 1

Imagine you were a co-nsultant called.in by Mr. Hoffman to heir, him develop
a fuller and clearer set of aims for the school. Wrife below what you might
recommend to him under each of the four questions. With each question, be
sure you suggest aims or desired outcomes of the program, "OA ways of achieving

aims. .

a. What are more specific aims concerning community involvement in the school?

b. What are more specific aims concerning students having improved self-concepts?

c. What are more specific aims concerning individualizing instruction?

d. What might be some specifi: aims in the teaching of social studies?

"When you complete this exercise, turn to Task 2 on page 86.
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Objective C, Task 1

This exercise calls upon you to generate lists of reasonable aims that

might be suggested to Mr. Hoffman for his consideration. The aims you list

may be either general aims not on his list or more specific aims within

general categories he named.

Note that all the items listed in this answer key are aims (goals, out-
.

comes) instead .of ways (means) to be used in achie-ing aims.

Your answers, to be adequate, should list three or more aimm comparable

to those listed in the answer-key. As long as your aims are relevant and well

stated, they should be scored as correct whqther or not they duplicate aims

listed in the answer key.

What are more specific aims concerning cpmmunity_ involvement in the school?

I. Community uses of the school evenings, weekends, summers: gym,

swimming pool, shops, art and music rooms, adult education classes,
ccommunity theatre, etc.

2. Community resources (service agencies, businesses, etc.) made avail-
able to individual students for apprenticeships, etc.

3. Talented community members to give volunteer time to introduce stu-
dents to their specialties: music, art, thaatre, dance, etc.

What are more specific aims concerning students havilajm=i_ii2.111:
concepts?

1. Each student to develop and exhibit some specialty in which he excels.

2. Fach student to feel proud of his school.

3. Each student to feel proud of his academic accomplishments.

4. Each student to feel he is well known and like(' as a person.
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What are more specific aims concerning individualizing instruction?

Individualization is not a unitary concept; it is an umbrella term that
refer to any mez.ns used to suit instruction to individual students. In

introducing individualization, specific aims need to be identified and
made the core of what is changed to promote individualization. Below are
some of these more speoific aims.

1. Placing emphasis on students learning via independent study.

2. Having each student work on tasks specifically selected for him.

3. Enabling students to work on tasks usiag materials and methods of
their choosing.

4. Allowing students to progress in their subjects at different rates
(nongrading).

5. Allowing students to select their own learning goals (part of the time)

O.-Allowing students to plan their own approaches to learning tasks.

7. Enabling students to evaluate their own work.

What might be some specific aims in the teaching of social studies?

In social studies, as in other curricular areas, there are numerous types
of learning goals that could be built into instruction (curriculum
teaching methods). Below are some general categories of aims or goals in
social studies that Mr. Hoffman might have listed.

1. Learning data-gathering methods such as interviewing and observing.

2. Learning terms (vocabulary) of the field.

3. Learning facts about how communities, statec, the nation are organized
and governed.

4. Learning descriptive data about different people.

5. Learning principles aboub man and society drawn from such social
-sciences as social psychology, sociology, and cultural anthropology.

6. Learning about cultural differences invclving minor;ties in our society.

7. Learning to conduct opinion surveys.

8. Learning about how people become "socialized" as members of a cul-
tural group.

9.. Learning how to conduct research projects on topics of individual
interest.
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TASK 2: ASSESS SHORTCOMINGS IN THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF AIMS

Needs for change arise out of failures to accomplish a target set of aims.

Task 2 starts veth the list of aims arrived at in Task l ahd cells for deter-

mining how well each of these aims currently is being accOmplished. This aspect

of needs analysis requires obtaining and analyzing data on the extent to which

the aims are being achieved.

In performing Task 2, the first step is to decide what data are needed to

assess the decree of aitainment of each aim. The next step is to determine which

of these data already are available (in the form of test scores, records,

reports, etc.). Having determined which data'needed are not already available,

the next step is to figure ovt ways of getting the additional data. Interviews

with school personnel? Observations of instruction? Administering additional

tests?

es

Once the needed date on the accomplishment of aims have beer obtained,

these data should be analyzed to identify shortcomings. These shortcomings

create the demand for some sort of change program to remedy the situation.

Rhodes case data on Task 2: Commentary_

The Rhodes case data on Task 2 are to be found on pages 4849, Before

studying these data, read the commentary below and examine the worksheet for

the exercise on Task 2.

The data Mr. Hoffman presented on shortcomings of Junior high schools in

accomplishing the aiWis chosen for Rhodes are a bit scant,: dnd unsystematic.

This is not surprising since he did not have the services of an evaluation

specialist while planning the Rhodes program. Also, the data on shortcomings

had to be drawn from an eximination of existing elementary and junior high

school prograws. Since resources were not available for gathering detailed

9 0
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information about the accomplishment of aims in the various schools of District 1

4, the data obtained were largely Impressionistic.

Now examine the worksheet for the exercise on Task 2. It asks you to

suggest ways of bbtaining dataion three of the aims that Mr: HoffMan reported

to be_major goals of the R"sgs school. In reading the Rhodes case data on

Task 2, think of ways of getting trustworthy data on the extent to which

junior high schools meet the aims Mr. Hoffman specified under Task 1.

Exercise for Task 2.

The exercise for Task 2 calls upon you to list ways of getting data on,

students' self-concepts and reading achievement and on community invo.vement

in junior high schools. ft is not assumed that you are an expert in evaluation.

However, if you are to offer school systems help in identifying their needs for

change, you should know enough about evaluation approaches to suggest valuable

and practical ways of assessing how well different types of aims are being

realized.

When you complete filling out the worksheet, turn to the Answer Key

and check your answers.

9 1



WORKSHEET FOR EXERCISE

Objective C, Task

Suppose Mr. Hoffman had called upon you for advice on how to obtain better
data on current shortcomings in the accomplishment of the aims selected for
the Rhodes Middle School. For each of the aims listed below, write down your
suggestions on specific data that might have been obtained to determine the
extent to which the aim was being achieved (in el?mentary or junior high
schools).

Unit 3 - 88

a. Self-concept: Ways of assessing whether students have negative or positive
self.Tconcepts,

b. Reading achievement: Ways of getting specific information on reading
level or rate of progress in reading.

1.

c. Community involvement in schools: Ways of obtaining fuller data on the
extent of-different sorts of community involvement.

*When you complete this exereise, turri'to.Task 3 on page 90.
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Objectiire C, Task 2

Your job in this exercise is to suggest kinds of data that would contrib-
ute to the assessment of how well each of the three aims are being achieved.
You should be able to name at least three sorts of data far each of the three
aims.

Self-concept: Ways of asressing whether students have negative or posi-
tive self-concepts.

A persogs self-concept refers to the image he has of himself, what he
thinks of him.,elf, or how he feels about himself. Some sort of self-re-
port is required in assessing a person!s self concept.

Ask the student to say or write the things he thinks are imp,rtant for
him to do and.how well he does them.

Ask the student to describe
pair that he thinks is more

Ask tne student to describe
his community.

i

himself by checking the adjective in each
like him (e.g., strong-weak, slow-quick, etc.),.

how he feels about his school, his family,

Administer a sociogram to students in a class, requiring each student
to guess how others in the class would rate him in terms of popularity,
friendliness, etc.

Reading achievement: Ways of getting specific information on reading level
or rate of progress in reading.

4

Obtain teachers' reports'on their students' status in reading.

Obtain teachers' reports on their students rate.of Kogress in reading.

Study students' scores on standardized reading tests.

Administer a diagnostic reading test.

Community involvement in schools: Ways of obtaining fuller data on (he
extent of different sorts of cammunity involvement.

Do a survey cif membership and activities of the PTA's in the city's
junior high.schools.

-

Conduct a questionnaire or interview survey of coilmurrity contacts had
by junior high school principals and teachers:

Obtain by in rviewing principals ana teacheu a ?.ecord ofany school.-
community acti ities conducted during the pr ceding'ye3c.

Study thr: parti *don of community members i Board lif.acation tins.
P

t '

,

Assess the current school-community projects for level of participation
by community participants.

Gather data on the types and amounts of use of school facilities by
community members or organizations:
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TASK 3: CONDUCT AN ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE LIKELY

SAUSES OF SHORTCOMLOGS IN ACCOMPLISHING AIMS

This is the final task ip conducting.a needs analpis. *Now that short-

comings in the attainment of one or more aiMs have been identified, the pi.oblem

becomes that of determining probable cuases-of those shortcomings. What is

-being done wrong, or what is not being done that should be done? Digging out,

likely causes of failures to accomplish aims requires a great deal of skill.

The faults may lie in almost any aspect 9f the sctioolsystemts organization

or program.

Task 3-is important since.itprcvides key bases for deciding what sort of-

' changes need fo be introduced to overcome shortcomings in tte attatnment of

aims. If faults lie in curricular materials, they may need to be changed.

If teacher assignments are faulty, they should be corrected. If teachers lack

1111/ the skills needed for guiding students"learning, they neidflirthe training.

When Task 3 has been completed, a list of kinds of changes that need to,

be Made will be in hand. Most often the items on the list will 6 faults

calling for some sort of correction% The job of planning a change program takes

off from this list, seeking ways of overcoming the faufts-lhat have been

identified. 4

Rhodes case data on Task 3: Commentary :

The Rhoilex_iase data' on Task 3 are to be found on
-

pages n-52. Before
N,

elOsu study these data, read the commentaWbelow and examine the worksheet for

the'exerC'ise oh Task 1.

When.you re:read the Rhodes data on Task 4 you will note that Mr. Hoffman's

41111

critiqueof junior high schools focuses on-organizational features and faults

in in,structional practices related to school orgaazation. He does not point

9 4
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'the finger at any faults in the actual subject matter of instruction -- such

as whether the tocialstudiessuriciculum'used is interesting or "relevart".

Also, he sometimes does not, in hiskrimarks.about organizational faults, tie

them in specifically with failures to achieve designated aims such as tho:e
-

listed under Task 1 aboxe. Certainly he does present a'good caie for a failure

e schOols it build positivele1Y-gortepts in studente: the tracking system,
40.

the remediation focus, the oversized schools, and the subject-centered teaching

all can be assumed to contribute to negative self-concepts.

'
Now examine the worksheet for the exercise on Task 3. It asks you to

list potential fadltrof Juni* high schools,with respect to the/contents and

methods of, instnction and with respect to school-community relations. In

reading the Rhodes'oas 4ata on Task 3, look for clues that will help you do

the e ercite. 'A

.

Exercise'on Task 3.

fhis exercise gives you an opportunity to think through the various things

thakIlIght be wrong
!

with a school system's instructional program or with its

community'reiationships. Task 3 calls for diagnosing the situation in the

school system to uncover reasons for shortcomings in accomplishing aims. .

Literally dozens of;chuses might cOntribug to any sitortcoming. Skill in

diagnosis means beirig able to zero'tn,promptly on causarfactors that are apt

to be importalit contributors to a shortcoming.

You should be ihit to offer a half-dozen or more types of faults that

might be true of iktruction iP any curriculum area (whether reading, mathematic ,

science, social studies, or ady other area). The faults could be in the goals

S
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of instruction in the area, in the learning materials being used, or in

instructional arrangements and prectices. A2so, you should be able to list

several things that could be faulty about school-community relations.

When you completethe exercise, turn to the Answer Key and check yoL,

answers.
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WORKSHEET FOR EXERCISE

Objective C, Task 3

Suppose Mr. Hoffman had called you in to help him identify faillts in
junior high school that related to curriculum and to school-community relations.
What sorts of data would you seek on each of these two topics?

a. Curriculum faults: What potential faults would you look for in particular
TOFT575W-Wiiii7 (Note: the faults might be in goals, materials, in-
struction, etc.).

6. Faults in school-community relations: What are apt to be things done, or
not done, in junior high schools that work against good school-community
relations?

9

**When you complete this exercise, turn to Task 4 on page 96.

9 7
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Objective C, Task 3

Curriculum faults: list_potential faults of the instruction a school system
offers in anycurricular area.

Remember that the likely faults have to do with accounting for short-
comings in the accomplishment of school system aims. The faults can be errors
of omission or of commission. The list below is not meant to be exhaustive
but rather illustrative.

learning materials
represent minority

stress on teaching

learning materials
students.

in reading or social studies that do not fairly
cultures.

facts rather than ideas or problem-solving skills.

set at too high a reading level for less-advanced

use of ability grouping with result of discouraging and stigmatizing
tlower learners.

shortage of supplementary curriculum materials.

inadequate use made of materials in learning resource center.

excessive stress on drill and memorizati3n.

inadequate time given to instruction in a curriculum area.

lack of project activities to increase students' motivation and teach
applications.

lack of provisions for individual differences among students.

poor in-service training of teachers of the curriculum area.

Faults in school-community relations: List things that are likely to be done,
or not done, in junior high schools that work against good school-community
relations?

Many things can go wrong in school-community relations either because of
errors of omission or commission. The list of potential faults you present
should provide the basis for checking to see which faults actually are present
in any given school.

lack of active school-community advisory group.

lack of communications from school to community on school activities,
program, etc.

parent visits to the school may be only when their children are in trouble.

lack of projects to involve community people in the regular academic program.

lack of projects involving parents in co-curricular activities.

school staff unfamiliar with the community.

warring community groups contesting for control of school-community rela-
tions.
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Objective D. Specify the requirements to be met in searching for resources
that could meet the needs that have been identified, and the
requirements for assessing local factors related to adopting
any of these resources.

*

Objective D covers
these two tasks

[ I. Specify aims }

[3: Identify causes j
of 'shortcomings

4/P

Survey resources

+ i
Assess local
factors

+

i

i
r 7. Design change 1

program

+
Prepare to im-
lement program

12:Lnplement program i

Ill. Decide next coursel
of action

,
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Objective D covers two closely related tasks that are involved in searching

for a solution tithe problems brought to light in the needs analysis. There

are Task 4 on searching for resources that could meet the needs for change and

Task 5 on assessing local factors favoring or opposing the adoption of any of

the resources located.

TASK 4: CONDUCT A RESOURCES SEARCH FOR WAYS OF OVERCOMING THE SHORTCOMINGS'
IDENTIFIED IN THE NEEDS ANALYSIS.

This task challenges the planners of a change program to conduct a

systematic search for ideas, materials, arrangements, or procedUres existing

in education--even outside education--that could remedy the faults identified

in the needs analysis. How does one condUct such a search? The answer to this

question depends on what sorts of aims the schOol System is seeking to accomplish

better, and on the types of changes that need to be made.

In general, a search should begin by seeking main sources of information.

In any large school System, there are persons.who can givileads on where to

look for information on any kind of educational resource, especially if it is

an innovation developed during the past two or three decades. Many state

education departments maintain eduCation information dikters that can provide

information about resources in almost any category, When a type of innovative

program about which information is needed'has blen identified, it is relatively

easy to find ways of examining it. If it is a commerical product, the publisher,

manufacturer, or distributer will eagerly provide information about it. If it

is a program change, there usually are school systems one:can visit to see

the innovation in action.

A number of special sources of information about educational products and,

1110
programs merit particular attention.
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ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center) offers rea4y access to

the educational literature as indexed and abstracted by clearing houses each

responsible for an area of specialization (early childhood education, vocational

and technical 'education, social studies/social science education, reading and

communication skills, educational media and tectinology, etc.). Information is

stored in a computer data bank and is made available in published indexes and,

on request, in the form of reports of specific information searches. Documents

indexed in the system can be obtained in microfiche or hard copy.

Education Information Centers located around the country, most often in

connection with state education departments, have personnel and facilities for

conducting information searches in relation to any aspect of a school system.

The Centers draw on the ERIC,system and any other available sources of information

related to the request from a school system.

ALERT is a project of the Faryest9Laboratory for Educational Research and

Development located in San Francisco., 7he project published in 1972 A Source...*

ici,j_vibookofElementaCurrmarmsidProects._ The sourcebook describes

hundreds of new elementary curricular systematically, as well as describing

general systems and resources in elementary education. The presentation of

material about each item is intended to provide the potential user school system

with the information needed in judging whether or not to adopt the item.

EPIE (Educational Products Information Exchange) is an organization in New

York City that conducts and publishes reports on alternative products or programs

related to a topical area in education. For example, one report made a systematic

description and comparison of the numberous.brands of overhead projectors. EPIE

11110

thus is a sort of Consumeri' Union for education.
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Once various resources related to needs have been identified, the problem

is to analyze and assess them in terms of how Well they promise to overcome

'ffults in the,instructional program and remedy shortcomings in accomOlishing
4)

' any of the aims underlying the search for solutions.

Rhodes case data on Task 4:. Commentary

The Rhodes case data on Task 4 are to be found on pages 53-54. Before

studying these data, read the commentary helow and examine the worksheet for

the exercise on Task 4. .

The amount of data Mr. Hoffman offered-as the result of his resources

search is small, probably because he already had a great deal of kno*ledge of

resources relating to overcoming the faults he had identified in junior high

schools. Much of this knowledge doubtless came from his expeiience as an

innovative elementary principal in several Philadelphia schools. It:also is

true /that the systematic conduct of a national resources search is an extremely

time-consumfhg and expensive operation. Mr. Rotten's report makes it clear

that the time and help available to him made it necessary for him to depend

very heavily on his past experience and on advice from personnel in the Phila-

delphia Public-SChools in identifying and assessing resources that might be

employed in the new school's program.

The worksheet for the exercise on Task 4 asks,you to focus an resources

for individualizing instruction. In reading the,Rhodes case data, you will

note that Mr. Hoffman dfd not describe a systematic way of surveying resources

for accomplishing the Changes identified in the needs analysis. He reports in

this regard that he did visit many innovative schools and read extensively about

1110

innovations. In his words*: °I visited the John Dewey High School in New York,
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hany other innovative schools in New York, Pennsylvania, California, Wiscensin,

and Illinois. Also I studied and visited many of the Carly Childhood Education

programs. It, readings also covered all levels, begining with the Plowden Report."

Exercise on Task 4.

'This exercise focuses on individualizing instruction since it is reasonable

to assume that you have knowledge of a considerable number of apnroaches to

individualization that.a school system might consider for adoption.'

4n doing the exercise, be sure to make a clear distinction between indarr)

dualization resources in the'form of programs, materials, procedores, equipment,

etc. and sources of information about such resources.

When you Complete filling out the worksheet, consult the Answdr Key to

check the adequacy of your'work.

103
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WORKSHEET FOR EXERCISE

Objective D,.Task 4

Once againl'assume that Mr. Hoffinan called upon you to assist him in
deciding what sorts of resources he should examiakin relation to planning
his middle-school program, and to assist him in finding where to go Or whom
to consult in seeking the needed information. Write your suggestions on lo-

cating resources on ildividualized instruction and teacher teamwork.

a. Resources for individualizing instruction:

MO sorts of resourtes should be examined?

44

Where shoul6 one turn for obtaining ipforma4lon on these resources?

4

III/0

**When you domplete this.exercise, turn to Task Son page 102.
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OLlective D, Task 4

Uillt 3 - 101

Assume that 14r,..Hoffman called upon you to assist him in deciding what

sorts of resources, he should examine in relatjon to planning his middle school
f'

program and to assist him in finding where to go or whom.to consult in seeking

the needed information. Write your suggtstions in rigard to the aim of in-

,.

dividualizing ipstruction.

Resources for ,indiv.islualizing instructions: Lift representative.programs,

products, materials,.equipment, pqsedures,.etc. that offer mead for improving

the individualization of instruction.-

Individualized programs .7. IPI, PEP, PLAN, the Wisconsin,multi-unit plan

Nongraded plans - elementary and secondary

Open-classroom plans

Programmed materials

Computerized instruction

Honors programs or advanced placemerlt programs

Correspondence courses

Uses of the project method

Independent study approaches

Sources of Information about individualized instruction.

Bocks on indiyidualization -*Weisgerber's two volumes are good examples

Education journals

Education Index

ERIC

Educa tion ,Information Centers

State education deparlments

University professors of education

Organizations such as RBS

Visits to schools that have adopted individualized materials or pro-
grams
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TASK 6: CONDUCT A LOCAL ANALYSIS OF:FACTORS FAVORING OR OPPOSING THE
ADOPTION OF EACH ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION BEING CONSIDERED.

Task 6 is concerned with making a match between resources that have been

uncovered and factors in the local situation th;i must be taken into account :
.

because they favor or oppose ,the adoption ofloy. given resource that fias been

identified as likely tebenefit the school system. If the resource would cost

more thin available nrods can cover, it caepot be adopted (unless new funds ye.*

found). Attitudes of school officials; teachers;_and community members toward

the resources being considered for adoption arOmportaht factors in deciding

whtch resoerces ta.adopt. In addition, it is ioportant to judge Whether the
.

ithool sYstem has the trained personhel'available.0 achieve successfirl .

. 1

adiption of a resource that is"jlidged promising.
.

.

. ,

Rhodes case data on Task 6: Commentaiy

The Rhodes case data'on Task 6 appear*on pages-g6-67.-Brefore studying

them, read the cormentary below and examine the worksheet for Task 6. The

exercise specified on the worksheet asks you TOplaa ways of obtaining favorable

local attitudes about multi-grade grouping and ways of-learning about the

community's readiness.to provide para-professionals for the school's program.

The fact thatotlr. Hoffman.had held.numerous responsible positions within

the school system, and the fact that he had been coosen to be principal of the

new middle school by its contini* leaders, gave him some special,advantages

in performing Task 6. Iftever, overall, Mr. Hoffman-found that the complexities-

and untertainties of'working within a large school system meant that ;any

things he had counted on from the system did not pan out. Things kept happening

to change the options and resources actually available tahim.

1111/
°
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: ;An ifiportant source of freedbm to plan was the fadt that the Pennsylvania

Department of Education does not have aliy spiclic:requiremeqs tor the *Odle

school. Mi. qoffman happily took adV.antage of.this fact.

,

Exercise on Task 5

0
exerdise again places you in the role"of advising Mr. HoffMan on

how to obtain data that will help him plan the schopl's program. 'One mmst not

assume that the-level of readiness iii the school system or commoinity is static.

Offen fivorab)e attitudes 0 'increased support can be Wit during the planning

phase. An important role for a specialist in local educational change is to

help school system personnel build such favorable attitudes or support.

.Uhen you complete the.exercise, turn to'the Answer Key to check your weft.

.FENUr

0
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.WORKSHEET FOR EXERCISE

Objectivg p, Task 5

. Assume that Hr. Hoffman asked for your assistanee in accoiplishing two,
aspects o: Task 5z-overcoming the resistance cf some school offieials to non-
graded (multi,grade) grodping in the middle school, and assessing the commun-
ity's readiness to supply a,large number of capable para-kofess4onals for the
middle school ftaff. :Outline below how you might go about .helping him wiIh
these sub-tasks.

a. A plan'for influencing school officials to have favorati1e attitudes toward
nongraded grouping in the middle school:

I.

.

b. A plan for assessjng community resources in the form of persons capable
of being, and wilting to become, para-professionals on the Rhodes staff?

tot .

**When you complete this exercise,.turn to-Tas106 on page 107,
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Objective D, Task 5

In answering the two parts of 'this exercise, you should offer several
reasonable steps that Mr. Hoffman might take in each case. There is no one
right answer to either part of this exercise. You should simply offer a
good list of reasonable steps Mr. Hoffman might take in building favorable
attitudes towards multi-grade grouping or in assessing the comunity's
readiness to supply the needed para-professionals.

A plan for influencIng school officials to have favorable attitudes toward
multi-grade grouping in the middle school.

Prepare and distribute a summary description of multi-graded grouping
practices, including evaluative data or testimonials of participants
in such programs: values of the programs, ease or difficulty of con-
ducting costs, etc.

Arrange to have noted experts on nongrading (Good lad, Anderson, Scanlon,
B.F. Brown) take part in a school district conference on nongrading.

Arrange for -tchool officials to visit some nongraded middle schools.

A elan for assessing community resources in the form of persons capable of
belng, and willing to become, para-professionals on the Rhodes staff.

Provide newspaper, radio, and TV notification of the school's interest
in hirirg Ora-professionals drawh from the community and representing
different tommunity constituencies.

Dis.,:ribute brochures describing the role of para-professionals and
containing a form to be filled out and sent to the school to indicate
interest in more information or in applying.

Work through community agencies in conducting this inquiry.

Do a survey of the potential supply of candidates using a stratified
sample of people in the community and obtaining their reactions via
an interview.

Prepare an application form that' gives basic identification date and
includes items on educational and work history, number and ages of
children, and availability for full-time or part-time work.

Prepare an.interview procedures for assessing candidates' personal/
social qualifications, interest in education, and motivation to be a
para-professional (including wishing to use this role as a step toward
becoming a teacher).
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Objective E. Specify the requirements for selecting a change program matching 1

needs with livelable resources.
I

Objective E
covers Task 6

. Specify aims -1

1," 3. identify causes 1

of shortcomings

+
LSurvey resources I

It 5
5. Assess local

factors I
+

6. choose change

Program I"

+
I 7. Design change i

program

4
12. Prepare to im-

plement program

+
L. Implement program

[ f. Decide next course]
of action
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"The first 5 tasks in the task flow have the P urpose of setting the stage

for choosing a change program. Thus tasks 1-3 deal with determining what needt

to be changed, Task 4 calls for identifying,the resources that are best suited

to Meeting the needs, and Task 5 examines these resources in relation to local

factors that must be taken tnto account in deciding which resources to adopt

in the change program. Task 6 now calls for putting all this information

together in choosing a change Program.

TASK 6: SELECT THE CHANGE PROGRAM TO BE INTRODUCED.

Task 6 calls for two sorts of skills. These are skills in evaluating'and

integrating data from Tasks 1-5., and skills in working with key school add

community people in making the actual choice of a change program.

There is danger in Task 6 of trying to do too much, of trying to meet

all of the needs for change at.one time. The keY to Task 6 is to identify a

change program that shows high promise of:meeting some or all of the needs,

that does not exceed locally-available resources (in money, personnel, etc.)

and thatrreceives the active approval of those people who will partie.jate in

it or provide support for it. Often the best wisdom is to decide on a pilot

program in one school in order not to exceed.local resources and in order to

test and demonstrate the program with the possibility of later system-wide

.adoption.

Rhodes case data on Task 6: Commentary

You mill find the Rhodes case data on Task 6 on pages 58-59. Upon examining

the worksheet for the.exercise on Task 6, you will find that it requires you to

summarize those program elements Mr. Hoffman lists that would =tribute to

improving reading achievement and building positive self-concepts. Then the

exercise calls upon you to suggest some additional program elements that could

improve the accomplishment of these.two aims.
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In studying the Rhodes data on Task 6, you will note that each of the

features Mr. Hoffinan selected as central bases for planning the Rhodes program

represents his intent to overcome a major shortcoming of current junior high

school programs. Nongrading would do away with the tracking system of

grouping students; the house plan would overcome faults in over-large schools;

equal teaching loads would do away with a crit4cal wastage of teachers' time;

etc.

Note that.the statenent of each'thene is very general. Task 7 has the

purpose of fleshing out the themes into a detailed program blueprint.

Exercise on Task 6

In performing this exercise, notice that you are first to review what

Mr. Hoffman offers as program features that probably will contribute either

to reading achievenent or to building a postive self-concept. Then indicate-

other program features he might have selected to support each of these aims.

When you complete the exercise, turn to the Answer Key to check your work.
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Objective E, Task 6

Suppose you were called in by the District Superintendent, Dr. Hayre, to
advise her as to whether Mr. Hoffman's list of features he planned to build
into the program design were adequate for achieving these aims among those
listed under Task 1; bringing reading achievement up to grade level and
building positive self-concepts in children. With respect to each of these
aims, write your opinion of the adequacy of the program features related to it
in Mr. Hoffman's list and suggest additional features he might have listed to
support achieving that aim.

WORKSHEET FOR EXERCISE

Unit 3. - 109

Bringing reading achievement up to grade level

Building positive self concepts in children

,

**When you complete this exercise, turn to Task 7 on'page 112.

:
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Objective E, Task 6

Under each of the two aims, you should have presented your summary of

program elements Mr. Hoffman mentioned that probably would contribute to

accomplishing that aim. Then you should have given your additional sugges-

tions on how to foster each aim.

Bringing reading achievement up to grade level

Hoffman's program elements:

The Hoffman interview data contained little information on program
elements designed to tmprove reading. Presumably nongrading and
multi-disciplinary teaching would contribute somewhat towarfl this
purpose. The learning Resource Lab in each house provided a focus
on reading skills. Also, in a communication after the Rhodes inter-
view, Mr. Hoffman reported that the school uses the Sullivan BRL
programmed reading materials and that it also introduced a TV in-
dividualized reading program that received national attention.

Your additional suggestions: These are some ybu might have offered -

Using reading specialist teachers to help kids having difficulties
in reading

Using neil reading materials designed for individualization

Making sure the reading materials were culturally-relevant

Having older kids help teach younger kids to read

Basing a mdjor part of the reading instruction on the student telling
a story, the teacher writin it down, then the student learning to
read his story.

Building positive self-concepts in children

Hoffman's program elements:

The house plan, team planning, and community involvement all may be
assumed to have some contribution to make to building kids' self-
concepts.

Your additional suggestions:

Mastery-referenced instruction might be used as a route to self-
esteem

Behavior modification techniques might be introduced with some children

The advisor system might be used to build in kids a sense of personal
worth. 1
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Objective F. List the general requirements to be met in designing
(blueprinting) a change program.

[2:2pecify aims

3. Identify causes
of shortcomings

6. Choose change
pjgram 1

iv

1:

Design change
program

4,
Prepare to im-

1lement program

Objective F--Op L7.
covers Task 7

9. Implement program

10. cVa uile outcomes

1
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This objective involves Task 7 of the task flow for planning and conducting

an educational improvement program. In this unit, the student is not expected

to perform Task 7 but only to show ariunderstanding of the general requirements .

for its performance.
f

TASK 7: DESIGN TNE4CHANGE PROGRAM.

This task calls for designing the change program in detail, specifying all

of its essential features as they would appear in the full operation of the

program.

The program specifications in the blueprint should be sufficiently_explicit

that an evaluation specialist would know just.what to look for in assessing

how well each feature of the program had been implemented. Another criterion

the design should satisfy is that it be.in sufficient detail, in writing, to

11111

enable others than the program's originators to set about placing it in

operation.

The types of features requiring inclusion in the program design obviously

depend on the type of program. Generally, the design shouldsbegin with a lift'

of the aimslhe program is intended to accomplish. Then for each aim or related

set of aims, it should specify hod the program will accomplish it. If, for

example, the aim is to individualize instruction'in terms of allowing for

differences in level and rate'of Progress of students of the same age, what

specific provisions in the form of instructional arrangements, materials, and

procedures does the .program offer accomplishing this purpose?

The program design also should specify its scope: how many schools, classes,

students, teachers will be involvad; what area of instruction or other aspects

11111
of the school system will be included; .1tc. The intended scope of the program

sets the stage for designing a realistic implementation plan.
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Rhodes case data on Teti: 7: Commentarit

Unit 3 - 113

You will find the Rhodes case data on Task 7 on pages 60-63. The exercise'

for Task 7 focuses on readihg and individualization. In preparing to do the

exercise,,s94y the worksheet in terms of the provisions made by Mr. Hoffman

for each of these aims.

The case data presented above to illustrate features of the Rhodes program

design probably give a fair picture of the practicalities of planning a program

within a large school system. Ideal considerations constantly had to give way

to the realities of available resources and the preferences (or biases) of

responsible persons on the district staff.

If one were to attempt to obtain the full.blueprint of the Rhodes program,

one would have to engage in a rather extensive2research project, interviewing

Mr. HoffMan And his associates at length, writing down draft versions of program

components for editing by Mr. Hoffman and'preparing revisions, etc. It is

cleir that there never was, nor could there have been, a full and final blueprint

of the program; every week new factors entered the situation to force revisions

of plans made up to that time. Throughout, the interview data convey a picture

of Mr. Hoffman as steadfast in pursuing the main themes he wanted to incorporate

in the schoor.s program, yet flexible in responding to events that forced modi-

fications in the ways these themes would be realized in the actual school.program.

Exercise on Task 7

This exercise simply requires you to list the program elements Mr. Hoffman

included in his design to accomplish the aims of improving reading instruction

and individualizing instruction.

When you have filled out the worksheet f3r Exercise 7, check your work by

turning to the pnswer Key.
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Objective F, Task 7

The exercise for Task 6 places you in the role of advising the District
Superintendent as to the adequacy of Mr. Hoffman's program features for

accomplishing three selected aims. You might have indicated to her that you
would need to see the detailed program blueprint before yo..: could advise her
properly. How, examine the details in the case data under Task 7 and identify
those more specific provisions made for achieving the teo.a.-s below.

a. Bring reading achievement up to grade level

b. Individualize instruction

**When you complete this exercise, turn to Task 8 on page 117.
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06jective F, Task 7

Your answer to this exercise should list all the things in the design of

the plan for the Rhodes Middle School that relate to improving reading and to

individualizing instruction. Did your lists include all of the items listed

below?

(

Bringing reading_achievement up to grade level: me. Hoffman's provisions

The use of the Sullivan reading materials (that come with the services
of reading specialists as a bonus)

A Learning Resource Center stressing reading skills

Making the basic teachers of the team responsible for the students'
reading

Individualizing instruction: Mr. Hoffma's provisions

The use of the Learning Resource.Center is individualized

The use of teachers as guidance advisors emphasizes an individual .

approach

The half-day of options in mini-courses has a lot of individualized
features.
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Ohjectivi G. Demonstrate pmpetince in analyzihg in adequacy of the'
I

preparations made to instill a change progfam.

Unit 3 - 116

Objective G
covers Task 8

4

1. Specify aine

3. Identify causes
of shortcomings

6. Choose change
program

. Design change
ra ram

9. Implement program I

11. Decide net course.]
of action
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Once the design of a change Program has been prepared,.the föcis of

efforts shifts to planning the'process of implementing the program artd,to

carrying out the preparatory activities included in the implementation plan.

This is the province of Task 8 in the task flow.

TASK 8: PLAN AND CONDUCT THE ACTIVITIES REQUIRED IN PREPARING TO INSTALL
THE NEW PROGRAM.

An implementation plah should contain all the provisions requred for

placing the.change program into full operation. Key decisions basic tc;accoa-

plishing this part of Task 8 involve deciding the amount of time to be taken

in preparing to implement.the program and the refOurces (persOnnel, money,'etc.):

available for the preparatory period. Obviously the scope of the relluired

preparatory-activities depends on the scope of the program. In fact, a chief .'

reason for introducing a new program on elicited, pilot basis SS to permit

concentrating the resources available for making preparations to implement the .

program.

With mat change programs, the activities concerned with introducting the

struetural features of the program (purchasing materials or equipment, arranging

schedules, assigning personnel, etc.) are easier to perform than providing, the

needed training and supervision of program personnel. The latter requirei a

specific plan of in-service education for supervisors, teachers, and other

participants in the program1 9ften.obtaining time for the needed In-service ,

training is a:chief problem ometimes avsummer workshop is provided in which

the progran staff practices cond cting the change program in a "live" situation.

More often, the staff musi make do with a dry run, or with role pitying.

du11111

jriquently, the preparatory Otiase of the implementation plan must be revised

e to such exigencio as the failure to obtain needed funds for staff training.
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=

Also, many other types of cOntingencies mayeoccur, forcing a change in plans.
1

/4 These are well iTluftrated'in th exierpts from the Modes iaerview that follow.

Rhodes case data on Task 8 -

.5.
.

The case data for Task 8 are given on pages MIS. Before reading these -
e

data, study the commentary below and examine the worksheet for the exercise.
. .

.

The Rhodes case data gives an extraordinary picture of conting46ies

:blocking preparations for opening the school.and of a principal showing great

flexibility and initiative in pushing ahead with planidespite ali obstacles.

0

Nbte that, with over one-half of the staff not available until opening

day, much of the critical.staff preparatton had fo be done after school opened.
a

The Task 8 exercise, you ;hduid note, deals wifh teacher,selection-and -

in-service training. You should give particular attention to these matters in

studying the Rhodes case data.

Exercise on lask 8

The exercise asks you to list the criterialou would recommend to Mr.

Hoffman.for selecting his teachers. He has mentioned some of these; you can

add others: 44e criteria might have to do with abilities, interests, valu'es,

knOwledge, skills, personal/sociallquAties, or eXperiehce.

Also, the exercise asks you to list the essential things to proVide for

in the in7service training offers the Rhodes staff, What, in particultr,"does

the Rhodes program demand that teachers totty hot have been prepared to do?

When you complete the exercise, compire your answers with those in the

Answir Key...
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Ob'ective G, Task 8

WORKSHEET FOR EXERCISE

Unit 3 - 119

Suppose you were called in as' a consultant to the District Superintendent
and Mr. Hoffman to advise on criteria for staffing Rhodes Middle ,School and on.

,essential features of inservice training for teachers in the school's program.
What would be your key recommendations (whether or not Mr. Hoffman happened to
meet your criteria)?

a. Key criteria for selecting staff for Rhodes Middle-gsboo

s.

b. Essential features of tnservice teacher training for Rhodes

10

. **When you complete this exercise, turn to Task 9 on page 122.
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Objective G, Task 8

lou woOd not be expected to offer all of theitems on the lists given

in this Answer Key. However, you should have mentioned several of the items

given below under each of the two suli-tasks.

Key criteHa for selecting staff members for Rhodes Middle School

Agreement with the values of the school: self-concept, community Involve-

ment, etc.

Acceptance of nongrading, team planning, and multi-disciplinary approach

Experience with elementary teaching of the 4 basic subjects preferred

Liking for kids

Acceptance of teaching kids with learning difficulties

Ability to exercise non-punitive control of students

Ability to motivate students to learn

Energy to conduct full teaching activities

Knowledge of subject matter In the areas taught

Essential features of in-service teacher education for Rhodes

......

Training In nongrading, team planning, multi-disciplinary lesson
planning

Training for guidance advisor role

(raining In setting up skill learnings and project learnings

Training in motivating kids with positive reinforcement

Training in the use of new curricular materials

Training in diagnosis and evaluation of students ard their work

11 .11.
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Objective H. Specify requirements for analyzing the extent
program's features are implemented when it is
for identifying likely causes of shortcomings
implementation.

to which the
installed and
in program

A

Objective
covers Task 9

3. Identify causes
of shortcomings

6. Choose change

Program

Design change

Pro9ram

Prepare to im-
plement program

9. Implement,program

110. Evaluate outcomes

[ a 1

177--Becide next coursil
of action
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The first eight tasks in the task flad all deal with planning the change

>.

program or preparing to install.it. Task 9 puts all that was done in performing

these tasks to the test. If the planning'and the preparations have been

sounddand adequate, effective implementation of the program is to be expected --

'unless events have changed the situation so that modifications of plans or

preparations must be made at the time'of installing the program. The case deta

on Task 8 for Rhodes School wakes it,evident that such modifications had to be

made.
4. 4

TASK 9: INSTALL AND CONDUCT THE CHANGE PROGRAN,:AND ASSESS THE DEGREE OF
IMPLEMENTATION OF-ITS FEATURES.

The. ieadership required during the phase of installing and conducting a

'change program always involves continuing supervision of participants in the -

program and continuing training to enable them to'perform their roles in the

program. An especially important leaderihip function is to obtain and interpret

data on the extent to which implementation of the program's features has been

achieved, and to identify likely causes of incomplete implementation. Improving

program implementation may require modifftng the implementation plan itself,

or it may require bringing new resources to bear on the problems of conducting

the frogram.

Rhodes case data on Task 9: Canmentary

1

The case.data on Task 9 are to found on pages 70-75. Before studying

these data, read the commentary below and examine the worksheet for the exercise

on Talsk 9.

Quite obviously space doesAot permit us to give a full picture of thel-

- operation of the Rhodes program. The data presented above are sketchy also

because obtaining full data would have taken monihs of research effort.

I
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Mr. HoffMan did not have the services of anyone in evaluation who might have

made systematic analysts and rePorts of program implementation.

ihe excerpts from the article by Reese Brown add substantially to'Hr,

ioffman's account. These excerpts will-be expecially helpful in doing the

exercise that focuses on 1e0iiidualization.

Exercise on Task 9

Only one feature of the Rhodes program has bein selected for specific

analysis in the exercise. The exercise calls upon you to scan the case data

for features that are intended to contribute to individualization. After you

listthese, you are asked to offer your judseents on the strengths and weak.?

hesses of the Rhodes program, ai described, in relation to individualization.

When you complete the exercise, check your work by turning tc. the
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WORKSHEET FOR EXERCISE
Unit 3 - 124

Objective H, Task 9

With this task, assume that you have the assignment of describing and
assessing the extent to which individualized instruction has been tmplemented
in Rhodes Middle School according to the Reese Brown report. Write below the
list of points you would include in your report.

Report on the implementation of individualization at.Rhodes Middle School

a. List of ind,vidualized features

0 b. Assessment of btrengths and weaknesses of the tmplementation of individua)-
ization

**When you complete this exercise, turn to Task 10 on page 127.
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ANSWER KEY Unit 3 - 125

Objective 11, Task 9

In your answer to the first part of the exercise, you should have noted
at least 4 of the 6 items listed below. In your answer to the second part,
you have more options since you are called upon to offer your judgments on
strengths and weaknesses.

Implementati9n of individualization in the Rhodes Middle School

Individuilized features reported:

Individualized teaching of reading and math in the Leapiling Resource
Center

Student options in the choice of mini-courses

Open-classroom model in two houses

Behavior modification approach in two houses

Teachers as advisors to 20 kids

Team planning, resulting in each teacher knowing all the kids in the
team

Assessment of strengths and weaknesses in implementing individualization:

In general, there appears to be a fairly high degree of individualita-
tion, though there is a lack of the sort of formal pir:ovisions IPI
offers - plans made for each child, mastery criterion, etc.

Strengths: use of Learning Resource Center, student election of mini:
courses, the house plan with multi-grade groups, the ad-
visor system

Weaknesses: Poor implementation of advisor plan, evidence of lack of
training in individualization, lack of evidence for formal
diagnosis of each student's needs, lack of evidence for
individual lesson plans or for mastery criterion
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Objective I. Specify the requirements for assessing the outcomes achieved

Ai by a change program.
1

4

I1. Specify aims

3. Identify causes
of shortccedngs

I6. Choose change
program

7. Design change

Program

8. Prepare to im-
plement program

14

9. Implement program 4

Objective I 110.
covers Task 10

Eva!uate outcomes I

[11. Decide next course]
of action
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The pay-off of any change program obviously is the extent to which it

achieves the intended outcomes, that is, accomplishes the aimm it was designed

to accomplish. Assuming that Task 9 (implementing the program) has been

satisfactorily accomplished, performing Task 10 on assessfng outcomes is the

next order of business in the task flow.

TASK 10. ASSESS THE OUTCOMES OF THE PROGRAM AS RELATED TO ITS AIMS..

Task 10 calls for obtaining and analyzing data on.the extent to which

each of the program's aims have been achieved. Also, it calls for being alert

to unintended outcomes that may have occurred. Some unintended outcomes,

oiten called side effects, are bonuses while others are debits. An example of

a.bonus would be that the change program's success.encourages funding sources

to support other related programs. Ap eximple of a debit would be that the .

change programeproveito be prohibitively expensive and must be abandbned for

that reason.

Measuring program outcomes requires the selection or creation of appropriate

data-gathering instruments and procedures. Often time and money dO not allow

for a full evaluation of program outcomes. In such cases, it is imperative

that those charged with program leadership do.a gbod'jbb of gathering the best

data possible witAin the constraints imposed on them. The skills called for

in this are those involved in making strategic decisions on the data most

needed, on employing deta4athering methods that are most economical of time

and money; and on enlisting help from anyone who can contribute to meeting the

most urgent needs for data.

There are two major reasons for obtaining the services of an outside

11111

evaluator whenever this iS feasible. One reason is to avoid bias in obtaining

or interpreting evaluative data. Bias is almost EertaiP to be present to some
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degree if the evaluator is identified with the program being evaluated or with

the school system where it is in operatioh. Ego involvement with the program's"

success is very apt to result in more favorable conclusions about the program's

outcomes that would be made by an outside expert-who lacks such inifolvement.

The second reason for seeking an outside evaluator concerns.the techhical

nature of evaluation. Specialized knowledge and skills are required to

determine what possible outcomes of.a program are to be evaluated, to select

or "devise appropriate data-gathering instruments or piOcedures, to determine

what samples of data are to be obtained, to gither data, to analyze data, and

to draw valid conclusions.

If an outside evaluator cannot be employed, great care must be taken to

"minimize bias in favor.of frank judgments about strengths and weaknesses of

the program. Also, the evaluative instruments, and procedures shouid be chosen

1110 on the bases of being relatively simple to use.and prilviding relatively objective

data.that can be interpreted without ambiguity.

1 In interpreting data on prggram outccnes, it is vital.,that the outcomes

-be viewed in relation to the level of implementation of the program and to

. :the period of tiMe the program has been in force. Furtheri.it it vital to

take into account contingencies that mey inflate or bury effects of the change-

prOtram.

Rhodes case data on Task 10: Commentary'

Before studying the case data on Task 10 to be found on pages 76-77.. read

the commentary below-and examine the worksheet for the exercise.
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Mr. Hoffman is the first to emphasize that he has not obtained adequate

1111,
data on outcomes of his school'i pogram.. The t'wo main 'reasoni for this he

recogniia: he has not had the services of experts in evaluation, and problems

in implementing and operating the program have prevented him from having

access to standardized testdata for obtaining conventional data on children's

progress. The shortcomings in program evaluation at Rhodes Middle School-are

to be found in most.schools; few schools have the perionnel resourdes required

to conduct competent evaluations. Anyone seeking to improve the conduct of

change programs in education should direct a considera* share of.his efforts

to improving program evaluations.as a key.basis for making decisions about

continuing, modifying, or spreading those programs.
.

Exercise on Task 10

When you undertake the exercise on Task 10, it is vital that you recognize

that assessing the outcomes of a program.requires startin§ with a list of the

aims the program is intended to achieve.. Where in the task flow were "these

aims identified? It is a good idea to examine the Rhodes data for Task 1 to

reorient yourself to the matter of program aius. Realize also that other aims

than those stated by Mr. Hoffman Under Task 1 entered the picture later. The

first question in the exercise for Task410 asks for sources of information%on

the actual aims of Rhodes Middle School. Where would you look, or whogNould

you ask; for information about such gcels? The second huestion under the

.

exercise asks you to make.a list of the outcomes that would need to be assessed.

Here you are asked to think through..the various kinds of aims of the Rhodes

program as,they relate to different curriculum area and to other concerns.

How matly kinds of aims can you think of quickly?

, When you complete the'exercise specified on the worksheet, refer to the

Answer Kay.
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WORKSHEET FOR EXERCISE

Objective 12 iask 10

'Suppose,you were called upon to advise the Philadelphfa Public Schosils
on the types of outcomes of the program of Rhodes Middle School on which .
'evaluative data was needed. How would you go about identifyidg the types.of
intended outcomess and what types of outcomes would you list?

a. Source(s) of information on identifying types of outcolles to be,evaluated.

Cue: Answer as though you weren't already familiar with the Rhodes Middle
School and its program. Where would you turn for the needed informa-
tion?

b. Types of outcomes on which data would be needed. )

**When you complete this exercise, turn to Task ll.on page t33.
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ANSWER KEY Unit 3 - 131

Objective I, Task 10

. In doing this exercise, you are called upon to first list the sources of
information on types of Outcomes Rhodes Middle School is seeking to accomplish.
How could you find out what the aims of the school actually are? Next, you
are asked to offer a list of types ofOutcomes that should be ctoniltOpred in
working out a program for assessing how well the Rhodes Middle.Schbill is
accomplishing what it set out to accomplish.

Sources of information en.what types of outcomes need to be evaluated

Any written description of the school's program (e.g., the Reese Brown
article).

Interview with the school's principal.

Interviews with chairpersons for the different curriculum.areas

Interviews with teachers in the Learning Resource Center

Examination of the curriculum in the different subject-matter areas

Examination of the'achievement tests used as a way of identifying aims

Interviews with community', leaders re aims of the school they value

Types of outcomes an which data may be needed

Note: Not all of these types of outcomes may,beegreed upon by the staff
of the Rhodes Middle School- Your role as educational change,leader
calls upon you to' think of types of outcome that the school's staff
may not have considered; the staff can then decide whether to check
for these outcomes.

Reding achievement (both level and rate of progress)

Math achievement - skills, math reasoning

Achievement in terms of vocabulary, principles, skills in social studies
and science

Students' enjoyment of school

Students positive self-concepts

Students' interpersonal attitudes and behaviors

CommunIty involvement in the school

Staff morale (shown by expressed attitudes, attendance, accepting assign-
ments, etc.)

Students' attendance

Community support for the school's program
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Objective J. $pecify the bases for deciding whethei to abandon, change,
contihue, or expand the change progrin.

.1

4

Mo.

It

41.

. :

.1

a

F7-Wcify aims

r. Identify cause
of shortcominOn

Design change

program

Prepare to im-
lemeht ram

. Implement program

11. De ne cours
Objective of action
covers Task 11
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TJk 11 is the terodnal task in the task flow'for planning and conducting

410
a change program, though decisions made in Task 11 may cauiWa re-routing of

°efforts back to earlier tasks to,accomplish needed modifications in the program's

ss, design or implementation.
.

TASK 11: DECIDE ON,THE BASIS OF EVALUATIVE DATA WHETHER TO ABANDON, CHANGE
CONTINUE,JDR EXPAND THE PROGRAM.

Decisions on the future of a change program should depenechiefly on two.

sets of data. One set consists of data on the effectiveness of program imple-

, mentation or the feasibility of achieving full iMplementation. The other set

consists of data on program outcoMes. The first set obviously takes priority

over the second; until wprogram is implemented as well as possible, its

-potential outcomes cannot be assessed.

When should a program be abandoned? If the program has been implemented

.11110. as well as feasible (given local reseurces and limitations), and if the results

obtained are not favorable, probably it.should,bnie6andoned. Alsb, if the

costs of implementing the program can no longer be borne, discontinuing the

program may be necessary.

Q

When should.a program be changed?. If faults haveappeared in the program

design, or in thejlan"forimpleienting it, corrections are in order (provided
. ).

_that the resOurces for doing so are available);

When should a program be continued? Normally, a program should be continued

if more time is needed to achieve effective:implementation orif more time is

needed for the program to influence oUtcomes. A4so, a program 'should be continued

if the-results are favorable and its participants wish to continue it.

When should a program'be expanded? Program expansion within a school

ditrict normallxshould be considered if results of the pilot tryoui have been
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succes1f41, if other parts of the school district express the desir.e to adopt

the program, and if the needed resources are available.for such expansion.

A.011 times, a-program should be Judged in relatico to competing programs,

designed to accomplish similar aims. Thus; if another program (perhaps the

latest innovation) is clearly superior to the program under considdration;

abandoning that program in favor of the other may be selected as the only

proper course of action. Very often; however; a school district's commitment

to the program it has adopted is such that shifting to i new and probably

superior program cannot occur until the next pliase in the district's efforts

to improve instruction.

Rhodes case-data on Task 11: Commenta

The case data on Task 11 are to be found on page 78.. Reforestudying them

read the commentary below and examine the worksheet for the exercise.

The brevtty of data on Mr. Hoffman's future plans for the Rhodes program

is to be expected. Mr. Hoffman and his staff are primarily occupied with

operating the school's program and are committed to making it a success. Note

that the case data are confined to a specification of changes he is introducing

or plans to introduce.

The worksheet for.the exercise asks you to give your recommendations on

continuing the progiim and on any changes you'd recommend making; both with

:your reasons.

Exercise .on Task 11.

,1n dOing the exercise; be iure to offer your reasons for continuing Or

discontinuing the Rhodes program. Then; assuming it is to be continued, list

11111

the changes you'd recommend; with your reasons. Check your work against the

6nswer Key.
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WORKSHEET FOR EXERCISE

j)bJective J, Task 11

If you were called upon to offer advice on whether the provram of Rhodes
Middle School developed under Mr. Hoffman's direction should be continued or
discontinued, what would your advice be and what reasons would you offer?
And-, if the program is to be continued, what would you recommend doing to
strengthen it?

What is your recommendation bn continuing or discontinuing the program, with
your reasons?

I think the program should bg: Continued Di scon ti nued

The reasons for my recommendation are:

Assuming the program is to be continued, what recommendations have_you for
changing or strengthening it?

**When you complete this exercise, review the unit and restudy any parts you
judge you need to work On further, Then perform the Post-Assessment Exere

(pages 137-141), checking your answers with ihe'Answer Key. Finally, plea .

fill out the Unit Evaluation Form at the 'end of the unit..
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Objective J, Task 11

The first recommendation you are asked to offer is whetheror not the
program of Rhodes Middle School should be continued or discontinued. Whatever
your answer, you then are to list your reasons for making this recommendation.

Next, you are asked to begin with the assumption that the program will be
continued and recommend the changes you think should be made in the program.
itself, in preparation to hIplement it, or in other aspects of it. Obviously
there are no right or wrong answers; it is your judgment that is to be assessed.

What is your recommendation on continuing or discontinuing the program, with
your reasons?

I thinf; the program should be: Continued Discontinued

The reasons for my recommendation are:

The program is too new to become fully implemented, or to have been
implemented long enough to assess its potential outcomes.

Reactions to the program by the school system, teachers, students, and
parents appear to be generally favorable,.

If the program is to serve as a model for other middle schools, the
program needs to be strengthened; numerous of its features appear not
to have been satisfactorily implemented thus far.

Assuming the program is to be continued, what recommendations have you for
changing or strengthening it2

Add an evaluation program to monitor the implementation of program fea-
tures.

Strengthen school-community involvements.

Bring back the guidame advisor role for teachers.

Introduce formalized individualized features related to skill learning.

Introduce a strong emphasis on project activities for students in the
areas of,language arts, social studies, science, and art or music.

Provide more systematic training of teachers in the conduct of program
features.
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fOST-ASSESSNENT EXERCISE - UNIT 3

Directions: The purpose of this post-assessment is to enable you and your
Tnstructor to check your mastery of unit objectives after study.

WU not essential that you answer on this post-Issessment those questions
dealing with objectives where you showed mastery in the pre-assessment.

If you have difficulty in offering an adequate answer to any of the questions,
it is recommended that you review the material under the objective that
'questions involves.

Your instructor may wish to review your answers with you, or conduct a group
discussion of the unit based on this post-assessment.

Objective A. Define problem solving and list the essential steps in the
problem-solving process.

Definition:

List of steps:
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Objective B. List the'steps (phases of tasks) in a task flow for planning
and conducting a local educational iImprovemtnt program. .

Objective C. List the steps (tasks) in conducting a needs analysis as a

basis for planning a change program.
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.

Objective D. Outline a procedure for a national search for resources that
could meet the tdentified.needs, and a procedure fbr assessing
local factors favoring or opposing adopting seeçtd resources..

Nationesearch for'resoilrces to meet the needs:

AS.

Local surv of factors for or a ainst adoptin an dewed resources:

;0"/

Objective E. Outline a procedure for selecting a change program based on
needs and resources data, and a survey of local factors.
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Objective F: Outline requirements to be met in the destgn of a local
improvement program.

Objective G. List requirements to be met in preparing to install a
local educational improvement program.
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Objective H. State wky fit ts important to assess the degree of implementation
of an educational improvement program.

Objective r. What steps need to be taken in assessing outcomes of a local
educational improvement program?

Objective J. List bases for deciding whether to abandon, change, continue,
or expand a local improvement program after an initial trial.
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PRE- AND POST-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES - ANSWER KEY

Explanation of Anawer Key. Rather than giving complete answers to the
questions in the Pre- or.Post-Assessment Exercise, thts Answer Key offers
you a basis for judging your answers by indicating key points needed for

4

an adequate answer,. Fuller answers to the questions will be found in the
. unit contents.

As was explained on mod 9 of this unit, if you are using this Answer'Key
to check answers on the Pre-Assessment Exerctse, your tnability to offer 1
an adequate answer to a questTon prior to study of the unit means that you
need to study the objective that question refers to. The check sheet on
page 10 guides, you in checking the objecttves you need to stud,.

If you are using this Answer KO to check your answers on the Post-Assessment
Exercise, your failure to answer any question adequately indicates the need
for review or further study of that objectfve.

Okiective A.

Definition:

Define problem solving and list the essential steps in the problem-
solving process.

List of steps:

Problem solving is the process of conducting activities directed
toward accomplishing a purpose (meeting a need, satisfying a
wish, or resolving a difftculty) providpd that the problem
solver does not already know how to arrive at a solution and
must choose or create a way of solving the problem.

Identifying a problem
Analyzing the problem
Searching for a solution
Choosing a solution
Preparing to try the solution
Trying the solution
Evaluating the solution
Deciding on a post-tryout course of action
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Objective B. List the phases (tasks or steps) in a task floe for planning and
conducting a local educational improvement_program.

1. Specify the school systoles aims in the area of concern

2. Assess shortcomings in accomplishing these aimi

3. Conduct an analysis to identify likely causes of the shortcomdngs

4. Conduct a resources search for ways of overcoming the shortcomings
identified

5. Conduct a local analysis of fictors favoring or opposing the adoption
of each alternative solution being considered

4

6: Select the change program to be introduced

7. Design the change program

8. Plan and conduct the activities riquired in preparing to install the
new program

9. Install and conduct the change program, aqd assess the degree of
implementation of its features.

O. Assess the outcomes of the program as related to its aims

11. Decide on the basis of evaluative data whether to abandon, change,
continue, or expand the program.

Ojective C. List the steps (tasks) in conducting a needs analysis as a basis
for a change program.

1. Specify aims in the area of concern

2. Assess shortcomings in accomplishing these aims

3. Conduct an analysis of likely causes of these shortcomings
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Objective D. Specify the (steps to be taken) in a search for national and
local resources that could meet the needs that have been identified.

. 4.

;

National search for resources to meet the needs:

For each need identified in assessing shortcomings in accomplishing aims, and
in locating likely causes of these shortcomings:

Identify main sources of information on ways of meeting the needs--
expert informants, publications, indexes (including ERIC), and visits to '

places where the resource may be examined or seen in action. "

Examine and compare alternative resources ?or meeting,each need in terms
of such criteria as relevance to the need, evidence of effectiveness,
cost, ease of installation. 6

Local seirch for factors favoring or opposing adopting any desirable resource.;

For each alternative resource befng considered for adoption, determine local
factors favoring or opposing its adoption (as compared to the adoption of
alternatives):

availability of the requisite staff and staff competencies (with the
competencies either already present or obtainable through training for
which resources exist)

hvailability of the needed money

availability of approval for the adoption of'the resource by school board

support for adopting the resource by school staff (at least at the level
of a pilot tryout)--or the lack of it

community support--or lack of same

Objective E. Specify the requirements for selecting a change program that
promises to meet the needs that have been identified.

Any change program chosen should:

--appear suitable for meeting the needs for change that have'been
identified

--make effective use of the available resources for.meeting the needs

--have the backing of adequate local resources and favorable attitudes ,

of key participants and supporters
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Objective F. Outline the requirements to ge met in the design of a change
togram..

The design should blueprint the program in detail, specifying all of its
essential features as they would *ear in the full operation of the
program.

The features should 'be stated expliatly enough to enable.others than the
program's designers to place it in operation or to evaluate its implementation.

The design should state the aims df the program
would accomplish each aim.

The design also should specify the.scope of the
classes, teachers, areas of instruction, etc.

then specify how the prog.ram

program: schools, grades,

Objective G. Specify the requirements to be met in preparation to install a
change program. (What should-he provided for?)

The implemetation plan should contain all the provisions needed for placing
the program in full operation.

Specific plans for placing the ttructural features of the program in
operation need to be detailed.

Specific plans for orienting staff, students, and community to the new
program need to be made and carried out.

Specific plans for training staff members who will be involved in the
prdgram need to be made and carried out ,prior to introducing the program.

Preparations for installing the program should include plans for evaluating
its implementation.

Objective H. Specify requirements (reasons, purposes) in analyzing and
assessing the implementation of a change program.

When a change program is installed, it is urgent.that data on the degree of
implementation of program features.be obtained contihuously and used as a
basis for strengthening program implementation.

.

Strengthening program implementation requires not only assessing shortcomings
in the implementation of progrmw features but the analysisidf likely causes
for faulty implementation. Plans for correcting the faults identified then
need to be made and carrlied out.
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Objective I. Specify the requirements for (or steps in) assesSing outcomes of
a change program.

In assessing outcomes of a change progeam,

First,-list the specific aims the prograM was intended to accomplish

Second, determine (select,or ci-eate) appropriatginstruilients and proce-
dures for assessing the accomplishment ofbeach aim

'hird, obtain the needed data on outéomes related to the aims

Fourth, anatysi the data and prepare a summary evaluation of program -

'outcomes .

Fifth, interpeet the outcomes obtained in relation to:the level of
implemeTtation of the program.

Sixth, report,data-on any "side" effects" 6r unintended outcomes of the

program
>

Objective J. Specify bases for deciding whether to abandon, Lnange, continue,
or expand a change program.

Abandon: If the program has yielded unfavorable results when implemented
as well.as feasible

If costs of conducting the program can no longer be paid

If a superior program comes along and can be adopted without
unfavorable results due to the changeover

Change: If faults have appeared in program design, or implementation plan
and means exist to correct them.

Continue: If more time is needed to implement it and to judge its outcomes
If results with the program are favorable, if the costs can be
borne, and if participants wish to continue it

. .

Expand: If the pilot tryout has beea.successful (yietded favorable results)
If other parts of the school district wish to try the'program
If the needed recources are available
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UNIT EVALUATION FORM
t

. V

Alhit -3. Task ,Flow for Designing and Conducting Local Educational
Iwowment Programs

Unit 3 147

Evaluation by. Date

Position Organization
, .

Please give your reactions to this unit by checking and writing in your
opinions and recommendations. Returningthis form to Research for'Better
Schools, 1700 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 (Attention: Glen Heathers)
will help us Judge the value of the unit as well as aiding in its rev4siou.

A. Your judgment on the importance of a unit on this topic as training for
-leadetIshiplarlocal-edutatioharitprovement programs.

Check: Very High High Moderate Loy Very Low

Your comments:

B. Your judgment of the quality of the introductory,section of the unit.

Check: Very High , High Moderate Low Very Low

Your comments:

C. Your Judgment of the adeqUacy of the set of unit objectives.

Check: Very High . High Moderate Low Very Low

What objectives do you recommend omitting? Why?

What objectivei do you recommend adding? Why?
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D. Your judgment on the quality 0 the unit contents.

'Check: Very High High- Moderate Low t. Very Low

Your comments:

E. Your judgment on, the quality of the unit exercisei.

Check: Very High High Moderate Low Very Low

Your comments:
-

4z7-' i

F. Your judgment on the quality of the unit pre- and post-assessments.

Check: Very High High Mbderate Low Very Lod

Your comments:

G. About how many hours did you take to complete this unit?

H. How valuable do you judge this unit to be for training.each of the following
categories of educational leaders? Please enter the appropriate symbol.
1i- Highly valuable. M - MOderatelv valuable. L - Low value

School system central administrators

M111/.

Building principals

Curriculum coordinators

Field consultants'of st-ate education departments

Graduate students in administration or supervision

Other:

411MLMONW
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